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ABSTRACT

Planning and Governing in an Emerging City-Region Context:
A Case Study of the Greater Gaborone City-Region, Botswana

by

Jayson S. R. Sechele (MRTPI)
BA (Hons.) Planning, University of Strathclyde (UK), 1996

This study examines the evolution of city-regions, the way they have been planned in the

past and emerging approaches. The study focuses on relating planning and governing in

an emerging city-region context of the Greater Gaborone City-Region (GGCR) of
Botswana with the view to strategizing future planning. Rather than providing a

chronological account of events, the study weaves history with underlying planning

ideals, theories and practices of the times. The theoretical framework adopted involves
the o'stage urban theory" supported by various theoretical perspectives.

The study argues that a city-region evolves through four stages. The first stage involves
the development of a city. The second stage involves the development of a city into a
"regional-city". The third stage involves the development of a regional-city into a

"metropolitan region". The fourth stage involves the maturing of the metropolitan region
into a city-region (megalopolis). Urbanists argue that there is a fifth stage of "citi-state or

city-state" (mega- megalopolis). In North America, the advent of the third and forth
stages coincided with the era of the "national economy" and the "globalized economy",

and "sustainable development" respectively.

The study examines "old city-regionalism" and "new city-regionalism" planning and

governing approaches which have been adapted to plan and govern city-regions. The

study situates old city-regionalism and new city-regionalism at Phase One - Stage Three

and Phase Two - Stage Four respectively. It argues that new city-regionalism provides

the best framework for consideration of the unique 'local historical roots' of a place, and

therefore must take prevalence over old city-regionalism. But this must be done allowing
room for mixing some old city-regionalism elements in new city-regionalism's second

phase (ad hoc regionalism) as a strategy for achieving new city-regionalist outcomes.

The finding of the study is that the GGCR has reached a metropolitan stage which is fast

maturing. The GGCR is also heading to a city-region stage. The study argues for a new

city-regionalism approach to strategize future planning and governance in the GGCR. It
also argues for new-regionalism to provide a better framework for planning and

governing Botswana's Planning Regions.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Definition of the Problem

Cultures throughout the world are characterized by a variety of settlements of varying

function, form and size. These range from hamlets, villages, and towns, to cities. The

forms of these settlements reflect the cultures of societies which inhabit them in the past

and present, whereas their functions reveal the roles which they perform. In all these

varying settlements, "...cities and city regions have always been important as political

and policy objects." (Ache 2000:693). In addition to being the focus of political power

and policy objects, cities have continued to command a general sphere of influence over a

much wider geographical area encompassing a number of rural and urban settlements.

This area of general influence has been described as the "urban field" or "urban region"

or "city-region" (Dickinson 1967). Urban fields or urban regions or city-regions have

been arenas of social, economic, environmental, political, and scholarly interest as early

as the mid 1900s. This interest has recently increased, almost in a concerted action. This

is because city-regions are regarded as centres of competitiveness and innovation (Ache

2oo0).

This study adds another contributing factor in the study of the urban field or urban region

or city-region. The study focuses mainly on relating planning and governing in the

emerging city-region context of the Greater Gaborone City-Region, of Botswana, with a
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view to strategizing future planning. This city-region has been chosen because it is the

most populated and urbanized part of the country which needs proper urban management.

My work experience and residency in the city-region revealed that there is no region-

wide planning being undertaken at this level. The city-region is also not recognized as an

entity meriting a special planning and governing treatment. The study examines the

evolution of city-regions, the way they have been planned and govemed in the past and

emerging approaches. Thus, the research is informed by consideration of "old city-

regionalism" and "new city-regionalism" governing approaches. Central to the study is

the notion that the evolution of a city-region occurs in urbanízation stages/phases, and

each evolutionary stage/phase demands a relevant planning and commensurate governing

approach to legitimize planning. Thus, a city-region is a product of an urbanization and

development process that should be expected to evolve during the process of settlement

growth and development (Bryant and Lemire 1993, V/allis 1994).

The study recognizes that, even though there are theoretical commonalities in the

evolution, planning and governing of city-regions; each city-region is unique in its own

way. The study assumes an appreciation of the local historical roots of city-regions and

locally-crafted solutions to address their problems is more important than an appreciation

of common theoretical underpinnings of the evolution of city-regions and planning

approaches (Levin 1993). This would have to be borne in mind in strategizing future

planning of the Greater Gaborone City-Region. The study provides more than a

chronological account of events; it weaves history with underlying planning ideals,

theories and practices of the times. Since there is limited literature on the topic of city-
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regions in the developing world, this research is mainly informed by literature regarding

developed countries, particularly North America. However some reference will also be

made to literature on Europe. The goals of this research are outlined below. Each goal is

associated with a key research question.

1.2 Goals and Key Research Questions

Goal 1.

Understand how city-regions evolve, through study of the Greater Gaborone City-

Region in Botswana.

Research questions.

1. How do city-regions evolve?

2. How has the Greater Gaborone City-Region evolved?

Goal2.

Understand the context of past and present planning and governing approaches, in

city-regions.

Research questions.

3. How have city-regions been planned and governed in the past, and why?

4. How are city-regions currently being planned and governed, and why?

Goal3.

Provide a description and analysis of past and present planning and governing

approaches in the Greater Gaborone City-Region.

Research questions.

)



5. How has the Greater Gaborone City-Region been planned and governed in

the past, and why?

6. How is the Greater Gaborone City-Region currently being planned and

governed, and why?

Goal4.

Evaluate the pros and cons of planning and governing approaches which could be

adopted in the future for the Greater Gaborone City-Region.

Research questions.

7. How could the Greater Gaborone City-Region be better planned and governed

in the future, and why?

8. What are the implications for better strategizing future approaches to planning

and governing for the Greater Gaborone City-Region?

1.3 Justification for Research

Culture is evolving. The needs of today's society are not the same as the needs of past

societies centuries ago. The scale at which today's society impacts on its city-regions is

not the same as the scale of societies centuries ago. With population and urbanization

continuing to increase, city-regions are increasingly under pressure from new societal

demands placed on them. Solutions which were employed just a few decades ago to

address city-region problems are now appearing undesirable for managing the problems

of present-day city-regions. This is because each city-region is a product of cultural

forces rooted in the local society. Solutions to city-region problems and challenges

therefore have to be home-crafted (Levin 1993).
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The focus of this study, "planning and goveming in an emerging city-region", recognizes

that a city-region is a product of a complex evolutionary socio-economic process that

rural and urban settlements, led by a major city or cities within a given area, undergo in

their life-cycle. The totality of this socio-economic growth and development process

brings with it social, economic and environmental problems and challenges which ought

to be addressed from a different perspective than what is usually the norm in dealing with

individual settlements, i.e. shifting from a micro- to a macro-level perspective within the

sub-national realm. This understanding is paramount in that it calls on ordinary citizens,

professionals, politicians and the business community to be vigilant to the fact that the

socio-economic growth and development of each settlement is not occurring in isolation

from other settlements in its vicinity, but is part and parcel of a complex network

reflecting the notion of a city-region. It is therefore important that this evolutionary socio-

economic growth process be borne in mind because it has a bearing on how communities,

planners, politicians and business address the future of their villages, town, and cities. If

this understanding is cultivated, it would be possible to recognize that settlements within

a given area would at some stage of their development metamorphose into a city-region,

and that a new level of macro-planning, as opposed to micro-planning approaches, would

be needed to address the economic, social and environmental problems and challenges.

Scholars argue that there is an indisputable interdependence of settlements or regional

relations within a city-region which further make the case for a city-region-wide planning

approach. The main argument is that the prosperity of central cities, suburbs or peri-urban

areas and all other centres within a city-region is intricately woven together (Dickinson
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1967, Swanstrom 2001, Norris 2001). This means that the economic, social and

environmental well being of all settlements within the city-region should be the concern

of the city-region community as a whole. This point cannot be over-emphasized in

today's competitive world. Dickinson (1967) outlines intricate inter-relations as

comprising: (a) trade relations - where there is an economic intercourse evidenced by the

exchange of goods between settlements within the city-region; (b) social relations -

social ties in culture, education, patronage of recreational and entertainment facilities, etc;

(c) transportation - the daily movement of people between settlements for work,

shopping, entertainment, etc; (d) migration - the seasonal movement of people between

settlements for farming or tourism purposes; and (e) land uses - particularly the impact of

central cities on both urban and agricultural land uses in the surrounding settlements.

According to Norris (2001), the above city-region inter-relations make it imperative for a

city-region wide planning approach to encompass the following broad goals: (a) achieve

economic competitiveness within a globalized world economy; (b) address the negative

externalities produced by uncontrolled development within goverrlmentally fragmented

municipalities; and (c) provide fiscal and other forms of relief to economically

disadvantaged areas and declining central cities. Hodge and Robinson (2001:296)

emphasize that "it is generally believed that those city-regions with effective region-wide

planning and governance systems will compete successfully within the global economy."

The above understanding could not be less reflected than in the emerging Greater

Gaborone City-Region which provides the case study focus for this practicum. Since its
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establishment in 1966, Gaborone has grown well beyond population projections. This has

necessitated the hurried acquisition of immediately adjacent lands under private

ownership for expansion. The population of the city (declared a city in 1984) based on

the Central Statistics Office's (CSO) first national census, grew from 17, 7I8 (1971) to

186, 007 (2001). The immediate peri-urban settlements (within 5km radius of the city)

have also grown faster and coalesced with the city, thus resulting in a form of

metropolitan urban region (Map 1). Beyond this metropolitan zone lies a mixture of

settlements comprising urbanized tribal capitals (Molepolole, Kanye, Ramotswa, and

Mochudi), the old town of Lobatse, and urbanizing raral villages, which lie within the

capital city's commutershed (distance within 1Okm to 60km). This area forms the present

case study region (Map 2). The total population of this region is over 500, 000 (2005)

people in rural and urban municipalities, but there is no city-region-wide planning

seeking to link and inter-relate all these settlements in social, economic and ecological

terms; hence the need for this study.

Besides the obvious regional issues or problems, such as shortages of land and water,

there are other regional problems and issues which range across these municipalities,

warranting a collective city-region-wide approach. Among others these include: equity in

the provision and maintenance of physical infrastructure, management of solid waste

disposal, provision of housing to accommodate the growing city-region population,

integration of transportation with land use, and management of natural resources. It is

envisaged that these problems and challenges will worsen or heighten in the face of

increasing population growth and urbanization if no attempt at a collective city-region-
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wide planning approach is made to address them. The population of the Greater

Gaborone City-Region is forecast to be around l.3million people by the year 2027 (GoB

2004a).

This study has also been necessitated by the observation that the current South Eastem

Region Master Plan (SERMP) process reflects a critical oversight, by not recognizing and

recommending the Greater Gaborone City-Region as an emerging city-region meriting a

special planning and governing approach. The Venson Commissionl was also guilty of

the same oversight. This study should therefore be viewed in particular as an extension of

the South Eastem Region Master Planning initiative, seeking to make the case for the

Greater Gaborone City-Region as an emerging city-region meriting a focused planning

initiative made-in-the-city-region and made-for-the-city-region.

This study attempts to establish how the Greater Gaborone City-Region has spatially

evolved, and examines whether the spatial evolution has been matched by a

commensurate planning and governing system, while seeking to address city-region-wide

issues in tune with the new globalized world economic and political order. The research

is therefore being undertaken in the form of a practicum. This is because it seeks to

address a specific issue or problem with a view to having it inform recommendations for

the considerations of the Government of Botswana in general, particularly the Ministries

of Local Government, Lands and Housing and Environment, Wildlife and Tourism, as

well as the private and non-profit sectors. The main aim is to devise a strategy to guide

future planning and governing of the Greater Gaborone City-Region. It is intended that

rReport of the Second Presidential Commission on Local Government Structure in Botswana (2001)
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this strategy will result in economic, social and environmental/ecological benefits for the

city-region's community. It is therefore intended that the research will be used to brief a

future institutional initiative for the Greater Gaborone City-Region. The research might

also inform new regional planning approaches for Botswana's other planning regions.

1.4 Method of Approach and Analysis

The research method employed in this study is mainly that of archival research, informed

by various theoretical perspectives. This has allowed the perusal of the literature on the

subject of "city-region" with the view to identiffing relevant information relating to

historical background, concepts, characteristics, planning and governing approaches

which have been adopted andlor are currently being adopted for city-regions. The

research method has also helped in 'unearthing' important information about the history

of the case study region, that is, its evolution and planning. The literature review helped

to frame the case study, the underlying research strategy.

The case study has facilitated the development of detailed and intensive knowledge about

the Greater Gaborone City-Region to inform better strategizing the region's planning and

governing in the future. Since a case study was used, the research was basically

exploratory in nature. Statistical information already produced by other persons in the

form of graphs, tables, charts, maps, etc. was used to support arguments, elucidate

phenomena or provide context. Preliminary research indicated that enough data was

available to not warrant the use of "key informant" interviews as an information-

gathering augmenting technique even though it would have been beneficial. The failure
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to undertake key informant interviews was due to the reason that the study was

undertaken in Canada; hence it proofed difficult to travel back to the case study region to

conduct interviews and even use electronic means of communication. This therefore

presented a limitation on the study.

1.5 Historical Background

The city has always been the focal point of reference in the definition of a city-region

(Hull 1976, Dickinson 1967, and Mumford 1961). It is therefore imperative that we

briefly seek to understand what a "city" actually is, how it evolved, and what functions it

performs before we seek to understand the historical context of its region - the city-

region. The city in most culttues owes its origin as a meeting place for ancestral worship

or sacred purposes, and also as a trading meeting place of nomadic lifestyles. Its origin

can therefore be traced to the emergence of civilization (Mumford 196I, Hull 1976). Its

establishment as a place of fixed residence meant that it first acquired the characteristic of

a "magnef' before it acquired that of a "container". The container refers to the permanent

assembly of physical structures within which the functions, processes, and purposes of

the city are developed and transmitted through time. The magnet refers to the spatial

force of attraction and repulsion of people and institutions (Mumford 1961). This spatial

force has a "field of influence" within which inter-related action takes place, as evidenced

by channels of social and economic intercourse. It is this field of influence or catchment

area of the city which can be referred to as the city-region, from earliest civilized times

(Dickinson 1967).
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The evolution of the city in historical terms has seen it assuming three important roles.

These relate to its distinctive functions, forms, and modes of areal arrangement and

organization (Dickinson 1967). This study is mainly interested with the city's distinctive

functions as they have a bearing on the functioning of the city-region. The functional

nature of the city has always been essentially threefold, that is, as a (a) cultural, (b)

administrative and (c) economic centre. Firstly, the cultural function of the city has been

revealed in many societies where cities have been home to important cultural institutions

such as places of worship, and palaces for traditional rulers (Dickinson 1967,Hull1976).

Such roles made the city a very important centre for culture. Secondly, the administrative

function of the city refers to all the activities that are located in it, in order for it to realize

self-governance within its jurisdiction. Lastly, the economic function refers to the trade

and manufacturing that has always been undertaken within the city.

Cities have continued to grow, develop, and perform these three distinctive roles. But

their growth and development during the pre-industrial era did not result in the

phenomenon of conurbation or metropolitan area. This is because, from their initial

establishment up until after the industrial revolution in the early 1800s, cities were

generally small, compact, functionally-integrated, and relied on foot journeys or animal-

drawn wagons for transportation; hence they were called "foot cities" (Hall 2002b).

The early 1800s industrial revolution heralded much greater wealth generation than the

agricultural revolution, as production in all areas became mechanized. Towns and cities

became major processing sites of raw materials harvested from the countryside. This led
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to an influx of population from the rural areas to towns and cities, in search ofjobs and

better living conditions. The end-result of this migration was a rapid growth of towns and

cities across V/estem Europe, North America, and some parts of the world as

industrialization continued to spread. The discovery of the internal combustion engine

(cars, locomotives, buses, trams, etc.) as a new form of transportation technology also

accelerated urban expansion much faster than horse-drawn power did across Western

Europe, North America, and other parts of the world (Hall 2002b).

It was this rapid urban expansion which led to cities exerting much greater influence on

their immediate surroundings than before, as the demand for natural resources and

recreation increased. The response to this problem was the notion of planning individual

towns/cities in consideration of their immediate surroundings in order to conserve natural

resources from over-exploitation. This led to the emergence of the profession of "town

and country" planning which was used as a national policy to guide the use of land and

explo itation o f natural resources (}Jall 2002b) .

The notion of a regional approach to planning towns and cities only emerged during the

period 1880-1945. Three notable initiators of city-region planning are Ebenezer Howard

(1850-1928), Patrick Geddes (1883-1919) and Patrick Abercrombie (1879-1957) (Hall

2002a). Howard is well known for his "garden cities" concept. Garden cities were

basically pedestrian-based satellite towns (maximum 30 000 people) built around a major

city, all surrounded by a large open space. Public transport, in the form of trains and

buses, was the main mode of transportation between the small towns and the city. Patrick
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Geddes and Patrick Abercrombie introduced the notion of planning the whole urban

region which encompassed a number of towns and their entire sphere of influence.

Abercrombie's Greater London Plan of 1944 is an example of such planning.

These planning initiatives did not stop towns and cities from growing. Towns and cities

continued to grow until they coalesced, forming conurbations or metropolitan regions

(Glasson 1978 and Hall 2002a). In situations where conurbations were formed across

municipal boundaries in Europe and North America, inter-municipal cooperation was

initially adopted to address cross-border regional issues. This inter-municipal cooperation

later led to the formation of regional councils or metropolitan governments (comprising

various municipalities within a conurbation) which led to the notion of metropolitan-

regional planning as referred to in North America (Hall 2002a, Hodge and Robinson

2001). The main idea behind this approach was to foster meaningful social, economic and

environmental integration among metropolitan-region communities, and achieve

efficiency and effectiveness in dealing with regional problems which could not

adequately be addressed by a single municipality.

Today, urban regional issues/problems (traffic congestion, environmental degradation,

economic decline, income disparity, etc.) extend far into a much wider area, beyond the

boundaries of most metropolitan regions. This area is referred to as the city-region. Urban

regional issues/problems today comprise a mixture of complex local-international

phenomena which have been spurred by continuing industrialization, information

technology and globalization. European and North American nations have realized that
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the complexity of these problems, coupled with more informed and vocal urban societies,

no longer demands the attention of governments alone, but rather a multi-stakeholder

approach involving the public sector, private sector and non-governmental organizations

acting collectively at the city-region level (Frisken and Norris 2001, Wallis 1994a, Wallis

1996, Wheeler 2002, and Sancton 2001). Sub-Saharan African towns and cities continued

to grow until they coalesced, as in Europe and North America. However, it appears that

the formation of metropolitan governments has not become the norm, while metropolitan-

regional planning is in most cases centralized (Stren and White 1989, Kasarda and

Parnell 1993, Gugler t996, Drakakis-Smith 2000).

This study assess where the Greater Gaborone City-Region fits into this urbanization

process and its associated planning challenges. The Greater Gaborone City-Region is a

capital-city-based city-region focused on the capital city of Botswana - Gaborone. The

city did not exist before 1966 when the Republic of Botswana was born, after having

been a British Protectorate since 1895. Bechuanaland, as it was then called, was

administered by the British government from the South African town of Mafikeng. The

decision to build a capital for Bechuanaland was conceived in 1962 when preparations

for independence began (V/atts 1963). The site for the new capital became a piece of

Crown (State) land west of the British government's administrative camp called

'Gaberones'. Gaberones' population, including that of Tlokweng (the adjacent eastern

Batlokwa's tribal capital), was between 2000 and 5000 in 1963. The new capital town

site was acquired because the land belonged to the Crown (State), which made its

acquisition easy. The immediate land to the west, north and south of the proposed site
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was under private ownership, which would have made its acquisition costly and time-

consuming. The site was also easily accessible by the main north-south rail and road

routes, including the Zeerust road to South Africa's major cities of Pretoria and

Johannesburg (Watts 1963).

Since its establishment in 1966, Gaberones, now called Gaborone, has always grown well

beyond population projections. This has always necessitated the huried acquisition of

immediately adjacent lands, under private ownership, for expansion. The population of

the city (declared a city in 1984), based on the Central Statistics Offrce's first national

census, grew from 17,718 (I97I) to 186, 007 (2001). The immediate peri-urban

sefflements (within 5km radius of Gaborone) have also grown faster and coalesced with

the city, thus resulting in a metropolitan urban region. We shall refer to this metropolitan

urban region, which is commonly known as the Greater Gaborone Planning Area, as the

Gaborone Metropolitan Area (GMA) - Map l.

Beyond the GMA, lies a mixture of settlements comprising urbanized tribal capitals

(Molepolole, Kanye, Ramotswa, and Mochudi), the old town of Lobatse, and rural

villages, which lie within the capital city's commutershed (distance within 10km to

60km). This area forms the present case study region (Map 2). The total population of

this area is over 500, 000 people in rural and urban municipalities.
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Besides the obvious regional issues or problems, such as shortages of land and water,

there are other regional issues which range across these municipalities, warranting a

collective city-region approach. This study will attempt to establish how the city-region

has spatially evolved, and whether the spatial evolution has been matched by a

commensurate planning regime, seeking to address the region-wide issues.

Map 2: The Greater Gaborone City-Region and its Settlement Hierarchy
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CHAPTER 2

Theoretical Perspectives on the City-Region

2.1 Introduction

The city-region as we see it today, more especially in North America and Europe, is not

the same as it was during the mid 1900s. It has drastically changed in character and form

in response to social, political, economic and environmental forces. There are now over

three hundred city-regions worldwide with populations exceeding one million. These

range from familiar metropolitan agglomerations to massive polycentric agglomerations

which are continuing to vigorously expand, thus presenting many deep challenges to

researchers and policy makers in the twenty-first century (Scott et al200I). This chapter

examines how the phenomenon of a city-region has developed and evolved over time.

Since there are a variety of disciplines from which theoretical perspectives on the concept

of city-region can be drawn, this chapter focuses only on relevant selected areas from

geographical and political perspectives. This is because these perspectives are easily

comprehendable and they also raise common debate issues across the social sciences

(Herrschel and Newman 2002).

Section 2.2 puts the concept of a city-region in perspective by way of definition and in

historical terms. This helps in providing an understanding of the phenomenon being

investigated. Section 2.3 altempts to provide a deeper understanding of the city-region

concept. It is followed by section 2.4 which examines how the city-region evolves in

theoretical terms. The section also gives an indication of how a city-region may manifest
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spatially and perform its role. This is intended to provide a clear practical comprehension

of the city-region concept. It also helps in understanding the manifestation of our case

study region. Section 2.5 outlines the general characteristics of a city-region, within the

North American context. These characteristics will help in the appreciation of the

GGCR's characteristics. The chapter ends with concluding remarks.

2.2 The City-Region Concept in Historical Perspective

The concept of a city-region as already indicated, originated around 1880-1945. It was

explained through the work of, among other urbanists, Ebenezer Howard, Patrick

Geddes, and Walter Ch¡istaller. Howard's and Geddes' models portrayed the city-region

as an entity which embodied an interrelationship or connection between the built and

natural environment. Christaller's model portrayed the concept of a city-region in more

economic theoretical terms - commonly known as "central place theory" (Hall2002a,

Hall2002b, Glasson 1978, Baskin 1966). Howard and Geddes first coined the notion of

the city-region as a "nodal region" (Glasson 1978). Howard's nodal region was a new

type of urban settlement system commonly known as the "garden city". The garden city

uniquely combined "...all the advantages of the town by way of accessibility, and all the

advantages of the country by way of environment, without any of the disadvantages of

either." (Hall2002:32). Garden cities were basically satellite towns (maximum 30 000

people) built around a major city, all surrounded by a large open space. Public transport

in the form of trains and buses was the main mode of transportation linking the small

towns and the city in a radial transportation network.
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Geddes demonstrated his nodal region by the notion of the "place-work-folk" trilogy

which is famously referred to as the "valley-section". The valley-section was a

"hypothetical geographical unit that was his model for conducting regional surveys and

understanding regional society." (Hodge and Robinson 2001:41). Place represents where

the people reside i.e. their region; work, where they work; and folk represent people

within their place or region (Hodge and Robinson 2001). A common feature between

Patrick Geddes' and Patrick Abercrombie's concept was the notion of planning the whole

urban region, which encompassed a number of small towns, a major city and its entire

sphere of influence. Abercrombie's Greater London Plan of 1944 is an example of such

planning.

Christaller developed a model focused on the hierarchical interrelationship between urban

settlements (towns and cities of varying population sizes) within what he termed a

"functional region" (Glasson 1978) or "complementary region" (Baskin 1966). The

functional/complementary region was an "economic system" which had to be studied in

its entirety (Baskin 1966). The functional/complementary region was defined as,

"...a geographical area which displays a certain functional coherence, an

interdependence of parts, when defined on the basis of certain criteria. It is

sometimes referred to as a nodal or polarized region and is composed of
heterogeneous units, such as cities, towns, and villages, which are functionally
interrelated...revealed in the form of flows...such as journey-to-work trips or
shopping trips linking the employment or shopping centre with subsidiary
centres." (Glasson 1 978:3 8).

The units or places were ranked in four categories as follows: (a) central places of high

order - those with central functions extending over a larger region, and incorporating
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other central places of less importance; (b) central places of a lower order - those with

only local central importance for their immediate surrounding; (c) central places of the

lowest order - same as in (b); and (d) auxiliary central places - those which have no

central importance and with fewer central functions (Baskin 1966). The main idea behind

all these three concepts was, and still is, to demonstrate the interrelationship between

town and country, the linkage of a central town/city with its rural hinterland, and the

interrelationship between hierarchies of settlements in a city-region - the totality of which

makes the city-region (Glasson 1978).

The nomenclature of "nodal region" has been replaced by the now familiar term of city-

region which appears to have first been used by Dickinson (1947) in 1947. The term is

generally being used by urbanists to refer to the notion of a post-industrial urban region

whose development can be traced to the mid-1900s urbanization and industrialization

which ensued after World War II. This urbanization phehomenon is increasingly

integrating and establishing city-regions as important spatial nodes in the world economic

and political system (Scott et al. 2001, Abrahamson 2004). According to Scott et al.

(2001), the word city-region was replaced by "world cities" by urbanists, among them

Hall, and, by Friedman and Wolft during the mid 1960s and early 1980s, respectively.

The term was then succeeded by the word "global cities" following the work of Sassen in

the early 1990s. Recently, the word "city-region" was reincarnated in the early 2000s

following the work of urbanists such as Hodge and Robinson, and by Herrschel and

Newman. But before then urbanists, among others, Simmonds and Hack, and Scott, Hall,

and Bouchard also first coined the word "global city-regions" around the early 2000s.
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2.3 l)econstructing/Constructingthe Cify-Region Concept

The word "city-region" is an amalgam of two words, namely, "city" and "region". By

small-c "city" here, we are not referring to a capital-C "City" which is a legal persona in

the form of a municipality, but we are instead referring to a social and cultural entity

serving as a basis for civilization or social organization (Dickins on 1967, Wight 2000,

Abrahamson 2004). I have already defined a city as an urbanized settlement which

performs a three-fold functional role as a centre of culture, administration and economic

activity (Dickinson 1967, Hull 1976). The city performs these roles within a given sphere

of influence far greater than its jurisdictional boundary, as defined by its characteristic

features as a o'magnet" and "container" (Mumford 196I, Hancock 1976). As already

indicated, this sphere of influence is also referred to as the "urban field" or "urban

region" or "city-region" (Dickinson 1967).

I now need to define the "region" component before defining the full word or concept of

"city-region". The concept of a "region" has a very generic application. It has been

defined as a flexible concept, a continuous and localized area intermediate between

national and urban levels. It can thus best be defined as a sub-national space which can be

viewed either objectively as a "natural phenomenon" or subjectively as a "mental

construct" (Glasson 197S). The former concept views a region as an end in itself, an

organism, a geographical space, or a real entity that can be identified and mapped. The

latter concept views the region as a means to an end, an idea or a model which is used to

help in the study of a geographical space by way of classification and segregation. The
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'natural' region in this case is thus perceived as a part of the surface of the earth upon

which man happens to find his habitation (Glasson 1978).

Based on these two perceptions of what a region is, it then follows that there are different

levels of regions and also different types of regions at these levels (Wight 2000, Hodge

and Robinson 2001, Glasson 1978). This study is only concerned with studying the city-

region, which is at the level of sub-sub-national space. In a federal/regional system of

government such as in France, South Africa, and Canada, the city-region is intermediate

between the Provincial/Regional and municipal government levels (Fig. 1A). But in a

unitary system of government, such as in Britain and Botswana, the city-region is

intermediate between centaVnational and municipal government levels (Fig. 18) (Hodge

and Robinson 2001, Dickinson 196T,Herrschel andNewman 2002).

According to Wight (2000), the three main types of regions are: natural, cultural, and

mental. Firstly, V/ight (2000) states that a "natural" region is not as straight-forward as

one might think. A natural region can be viewed both in terms of "first-nature" and

"second-nature" conceptions. The former has been described as 'original, pre-human

nature', whereas the laffer has been described as an 'artificial nature' that is a product of

human interference with first-nature. Wight (2000) cautions that, since there hardly

seems to be any place which has not yet experienced human interference, the present

world we live in could to a great extent be regarded as comprising a complex mingling of

the two.
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The notion of a "natural regiono', which is inclusive of both "ftrst-nature" and "second-

nature" conceptions, connotes humanity's intimate connection with nature within the

realms of "ecology" (Wight 2000, Calthorpe and Fulton 2001). Ecology is a branch of

environmental science which is concerned with studying the interconnection between

species and habitats (Calthorpe and Fulton 2001). In ecological terms, the region is

viewed as a natural biological system - an "ecological region" (eco-region) or biological

region (bioregion) (Wight 2000, Calthorpe and Fulton 2001).

Secondly, a "culfural" region is a product of a broad human construct of "culture" which

encompasses the social, the economic and the political. A cultural region can manifest

itself in each of these three aspects, namely, administrative, economic and political

regions respectively. Administrative regions are mainly bureaucratic constructs, designed

chiefly to serve bureaucratic interests of service delivery by government officials. Wight

(2000), states that it may be by sheer-luck if their boundaries correspond with more

'natural' regions. Economic regions are organizing constructs principally meant to serve

the interest of economic organization within a nation state or sub continental block.

Political regions are regions which have been carved out of tenitories, and granted some

autonomy from the higher level of government to execute delegated provision of

services. All these regions are easily rccognizable in both functional and tenitorial terms

(v/ight 2000).

Finally, a mental region is one which Wight (2000) describes as the 'region of the mind'

- where the boundaries that really matter are set by the beholder, depending on his/her
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own perception of a place s/he can identifu with as a region. This beholder's region can

metamorphose into a notion of place - which s/he calls home. This makes the concept of

a mental region to be somewhat ethereal and hence difhcult to appreciate by other

individuals. It is only when the beholder shares his/her perception about it that other

individuals can start to appreciate it. V/ight (2000) argues that all the three types of region

can be integrated to derive what he terms a "polyglot region", characterized by multiple

blurred/hazy boundaries or be perceived as "regions upon regions". The notion of a

"polyglot region", demands that city-region boundaries should be perceived as being

fluid,Ïuzry, blurred, or not rigid, rather than featuring fixity (Hodge and Robinson 2001,

\Might 2002). Wight's (2000) notion of "integrating" is inspired by 'Wilber's (2001)

o'Integral Theory". Wilber (2001:2) defines "integral" as:

"...to integrate, to bring together, to join, to link, to embrace. Not in the sense of
uniformity, and not in the sense of ironing out all the wonderful differences,
colors, zigs, and zags of a rainbow-hued humanity, but in the sense of unity in
diversity, shared commonalities along with our woúderful differences. And not
just in humanity, but in the Kosmos at large: finding a more comprehensive
view..."

This simply means honouring, and being inclusive of, all aspects in a much broader

sense.

The above three conceptions of regions have an important bearing on how the concept of

a city-region can be conceptualized. Thus, a city-region, besides being viewed as simply

another level of a region within a sub-sub-national space, can also be viewed as an

"integral entity" comprising an intricate web of natural, cultural, and mental constructs.
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Thus, like the broader concept of a region, a city-region can be viewed in three

perspectives - economic, social and ecological terms (Wight 2000, Calthorpe and Fulton

2001). Perhaps we can then refer to it as an "integral city-region". If I take this integral

perspective further, I can then talk about an "integral eco-city-region" or "integral bio-

city-region", where humanity is intimately interconnected with the natural, cultural and

mental or spiritual aspects of the city-region (Wight 2000, Wilber 2002). This can make

the concept of a city-region difficult to fathom. Hodge and Robinson (2001) caution that

there is no single universally-accepted definition of a city-region; economists, planners,

geographers, sociologists, etc. each have their own definitions.

Herrschel and Newman (2002:02) define a city-region as "...a combination of city and

regional qualities both in functional and institutional-governmental terms." A more

elaborate definition of a city-region can for instance be given as an urban area of 100,

000 or more people which can comprise villages and towns, in a symbiotic social,

economic and environmental relationship, focused on one or more than one major core

city, within a given geographical unit, with no sharply defined boundaries. The sphere of

influence of the core city/cities may extend for a distance of 60km to 160km (Hodge and

Robinson 200I, Dickinson 1947, Sancton 1994). Thus, a city-region is basically a wider

area within which one or more interdependent cities exert their influence over other

sefflements in social and economic terms. According to Ache (2000:704-705),

"[t]he city region transcends the local level (as the basic administrative unit) and
also goes beyond the city level. [n a spatial sense, the city region is very much
like a conurbation or metropolitan area. Most importantly, the city region is far
more of a complex system than a monolithic entity. The...city region constitutes a
political and economic power field comprised of a variety of cultures and
societies."
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According to Dickinson (1967:95):

"This concept of the city-region, like all concepts, is a mental construct. It is not,
as some planners and scholars seem to think, an atea which can be presented on a
platter to suit their general needs. The extent of the area they need will depend on
the specific purpose for which it is required."

The perception of a city-region as a mental construct therefore results in it being

characterized as an entity with multiple, blurred, and hazy boundaries (Wight 2000,

1999).If a city-region's community can perceive a city-region as a mental entity and as a

place they can identifu with, and have a sense of belonging to it. The community in

question can be viewed as participating in "the human art of placemaking" - "common-

place-making on a grand collaboration scale" as Wight (2000) puts it. The notion of a

city-region can then, in this sense, be perceived as a "place" all can call home - a

"community of communities" upon which the community's collective future rests. Wight

(2000) likens this to the regional-scale equivalent of turning a house into a home. This

study attempts to assess how the concept of a city-region is applicable to the study region

in question, and how it can be more precisely defined either in Sub Saharan Africa or

Botswana terms. But how has the notion of a cify-region evolved? This is addressed in

Section 2.4.

2,4 Evolution of the Cify-Region

The evolution of the city-region can be understood within the context of what can be

referred to as the "stages development theory" following the work of Wallis (1994) and

Bryant and Lemire (1993). The basis of the theory is that a city-region develops in

hierarchical stages and phases, and each developmental stage and phase is matched with a
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commensurate level of planning. This part of the study is, for now, only concerned with

articulating the evolution of the city-region. The levels of planning shall be addressed

later when discussing the notion of city-region planning.

Bryant and Coppack (1991) have summarized the development of a city-region in a four

stage model (Fig. 2). This stage model was developed within the Canadian context; hence

caution should be exercised when using it in other settings. The stages begin with an

established city assuming the status of a regional city, metropolitan region, city-region,

and finally the city-region developing to citi-state/city-state status (Bryant and Lemire

1993). Wallis (1994) argues that these stages occur under three distinct overlapping

phases, namely: monocentric, polycentric or multi-nucleated, and the last phase, for lack

of better terminology, I will call "network/non-nucleated". Simmonds and Hack (2000a,

2000b) refer to monocentric and polycentric (or multi-nucleated) as "mononuclear" and

"polynuclear" respectively, while Bryant and Lemire (1993) refer to the last phase as

"megalopolitan". I shall articulate the city-region evolutionary/developmental process in

phases, elaborating each stage there-under. I use this model in this study to help

understand the history and evolution of the Greater Gaborone City-Region. This will help

in identifuing the currently applicable phase and stage of the city-region, as well as

indicating the next phase and stage that may be on the horizon. The model also helps to

examine relevance to the Botswana and/or Sub Saharan Africa situation.
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Fig.2: Stage Model of the Evolution of a Regional City
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Firstly, in the first phase of monocentric or mononuclear, the city-region is economically

dominated by one core city (Wallis t994a, Herrschel and Newman 2002). According to

Bryant and Lemire (1993), it appears thata monocentric or mononuclear form evolves

during the first three stages of the evolution of a regional city. According to this model,

Stage One of the development of a monocentric or mononuclear city-region develops

during a period of urban expansion or population 'implosion'. This is the time when

growth occurs mainly on the edges of an existing main urbanized center due to rural-

urban migration. This process leads to the formation of a "regional city" or "primate

city". Calthorpe and Fulton (2001:10) describe a regional city as:

"...a cohesive unit - economically, ecologically, and socially - made up of
coherent neighborhoods and communities, all of which play a vital role in
creating the metropolitan region as a whole."

The establishment of core urbanized settlements in both developed and developing

worlds has occurred as a result of past civilizations such as the iron-age revolution,

agriculture revolution and, more recent, the industrial revolution. These revolutions came

at different times in both developed and developing worlds in part resulting in the

creation of ancient cities (Mumford 1961, Dickinson 1967, Hull l976,Hall2002a).In the

western world for example, modern regional or primate cities became fully established by

the Second World War. Such cities played a very important role as national regional

centres of trade, government, culture, education, etc.

Stage Two in the development of a monocentric or mononuclear city-region occurs

during a period of continued urban expansion, which takes place at the same time as

urban residential dispersal or population 'explosion'. The driving force at this stage is the
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process of rural-urban-rural migration. This occurs as a result of public investment in

highways around the regional city/cities, changes in transportation technology, and

increased reliance on private transport. This population 'explosion' leads to an urban

growth paffern where the core city engulfs its immediate suburban or peri-urban

settlements. According to Bryant and Lemire (1993:08), this, in Canada,

"...represented the first real appearance of the regional city form, a regional
settlement structure characteized by the dispersal of urban elements into the

countryside and small settlements around a major urban core. During this stage,

the urban core still maintained a dominant position as the central node in the

regional structure in terms of various activities, employment and services."

lt appears that it is during the second stage that a "metropolitan" urban phenomena starts

to take shape. Hodge and Robinson (2001) describe a "metropolitan area" as a region

comprising a central city and its outlying suburbs.

Stage Three evolves when some redistribution of economic activities begins to occur

away from the core city/cities, leading to the development of a complex regional

settlement structure comprising various activity nodes in suburban locations and beyond.

Factors which necessitate this development, among others are lower taxes and land

prices, and better accessibility of suburban areas and areas beyond the metropolitan area.

According to Hodge and Robinson (2001), this is the stage at which a well developed

city-region, being aî aÍea which extends far beyond the metropolitan area, starts to take

shape.

Secondly, the second phase in the development of a city-region evolves when a

monocentric form evolves into a polycentric or multi-nucleated form, thus ushering in
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Stage Four. This form is charucteized by more than one core city. The core cities are

connected to one another by high capacity transport corridors. This pattern evolves when

economic activity is established in other specialized cities. Lastly, the third phase

develops when a polycentric or multi-nucleated cþ-region finally transforms into a

network/non-nucleated city-region, or what Bryant and Lemire (1993) call

"megalopolitan region". This may take place following a period of post-industrialization

when several urban nodal regions are in close proximity and intra-regional forces

continue to encourage the dispersal of population and economic activity more evenly

throughout the city-region (Wallis 1994a, Bryant and Lemire 1993).

Bryant et al (1982), and Bryant and Coppack (1991), state that the end product of this

evolutionary process is a "complex behavioural space" - the urban field or city-region as

we refer to it in this study. This is comprised of three main zones (Fig 3), namely: (a) the

concentrated built-up core city and the commuting zone; (b) the urban fringe (peri-urban

areas or suburbs and scattered residential enclaves adjacent to peri-urban areas/suburbs

within one-hour drive of the city-centre); and (c) the rural hinterland (furthest area of the

core city's sphere of influence). The city-region is comprised of three main attributes

namely: (a) the settlement form (comprise multi-centric urban clusters of varying

densities and sizes focused on the core city and surrounded by open space; (b) a two-fold

set of physical and non-physical inter-relationships between activity nodes as earlier

mentioned; and (c) the daily and seasonal systems of "periodi-cities" over which the

interactions occur. Bryant and Coppack (1991:219) fur-ther caution that not all city-
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regions "exhibit all zones, and not all zones are characterized by all attributes, nor are

zones always easy to discem."

Fig. 3: The Form of the City-Region - The Urban Field
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In Canada, Statistics Canada has devised the concept of a "Census Metropolitan Area"

(CMA) (Fig. a) with a view to presenting a statistical construct of the concept of a city-

region. This followed the realization that the spatial urban reality of Canadian cities

extends far beyond their jurisdictional boundaries (Hodge and Robinson 2001, CWF

1999). Statistics Canada define a CMA as,

"...a very large urban areathat shares a degree of economic and social integration
with its neighbouring urban and rural areas...to qualifu as a CMA, a city must

have an urban core of at least 100,000 people. In addition to the urban core, a

CMA includes surrounding cities and an urban and rural fringe - areas that are

somewhat physicatly disconnected from the urban core but that are included
within CMA boundaries because of a high degree of economic and social

integration." (Hodge and Robinson 200I:234).

Fig. 4: The Census Metropolitan Area Concept (Based on the Vancouver CMA)
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Some authors (Wight 1998,2002, Pierce et al. 1993, Davis and Tajbaksh 2005) argue

that the further growth of city-regions could reincarnate the notion of a "citi-state" or

o'city-state" which characteized ancient cities of Rome and Greece, thus leading to Stage

Five. Citi-states were small self-governing "states" or compact urban settlements with

their own special laws to regulate their affairs and providing a central focus for the lives

and activities of their inhabitants (Dickinson 1967). This study uses Bryant and Lemire's

(1993) stage model to examine how the Greater Gaborone City-Region has evolved. The

periods of the Stages will also be indicated. This will help to establish the current stage of

city-region development, and the next stage which seems to be in prospect. The CMA

representation concept (Fig. 4) will also be used to give a schematic sense of the city-

region.

2.5 Characteristics of the City-Region

As indicated earlier, the limited availability of literature on Sub-Saharan Africa city-

regions makes it difficult to define their common or divergent characteristics. For the

time being therefore, a generalized characteristic view of North American and European

city-regions forms the basis of the characterization of city-regions. This generalizedview,

as outlined below, may help me to appreciate how far the characteristics of these city-

regions are applicable in my case study region. These general characteristics are used in

seeking to understand how the city-region has continued to evolve, and what is cunently

happening. But, in so doing, there will be regard for the advice provided by Self (1976),

that the causes and conditions or urban growth in various parts of the world (Latin

America, Africa, Europe, North America, Asia, etc) are different, and even differ greatly
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within themselves as well. It is only through detailed analysis of the situation in each

country's city-region(s) that one can be well informed about the characteristics of its city-

region(s). This view can be seen as being consistent with Levin's (1993) emphasis on the

importance of "local historical roots". Self (1976) further advises that, in the last two

centuries, the process of urbanization in 'Third World' countries generally differed from

that of Western Europe in at least three ways, namely: (a) population growth has been

much faster due to improved health; (b) there is a higher percentage of underemployed

population; and (c) urbanization has been much less a product of industrialization.

Self (1976) notes the following natural features, as generally characterizing the dynamics

of the urban growth of city-regions in the Western V/orld:

(a) Growth is characterizedby a pull-push process. Initial population growth
and activity is first skewed towards a major centre and then later
progressively spreading and dispersing awayfrom the major centre over a
broader peri-urban area.

(b) Population densities thin out towards the periphery.
(c) Nucleated centres occur within the diffused population spread at major

transportation nodes or form around existing free standing towns.
(d) The transportation system fuels the urban growth process, but with

differential spatial effects.
(e) There is no discernible focal centre of employment as both blue and white

collar jobs are evenly distributed throughout the city-region resulting in a
complex commuting pattern.

(Ð The private housing market caters to and encourages the specialization of
residential areas by income and age, while mass public housing develops
comparable patterns.

(g) The dynamics of regional change are loosely correlated with rates of
economic growth resulting in population and employment dispersal being
sluggish during periods of economic stagnation.
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2.6 Concluding Remarks

The notion of a city-region has been expressed by different terminologies in the past five

decades, but all have one common feature by way of its definition. That is, it is a wider

urban area which reveals an intricate interrelationship between a core city and its rural

hinterland, being reflective of its sphere of influence in economic, social, political, and

ecological terms. And its economic pulses in particular are no longer locked solely within

the nation-state, but are increasingly being felt worldwide. Unlike the existence of

political regions and other regions which can be tenitorially delineated when ever

required to serve a particular function, the city-region does not owe its existence to some

deliberate act of territorial delineation. It is a natural-occurring phenomenon which

should be expected by any society in the course of its civilization or urbanization process.

Thus, it is naturally bound to occur in the face of increasing urbanization and to function

as a large-scale civilizing entity, whether officially recognized or not. Its evolution occurs

in four stages, namely: the development of a city into a regional city at thç frrst stage. The

regional city then develops into a metropolitan region which later evolves into a city-

region. A city-region is basically a mega-metropolitan region comprising, one or an

overlapping of two or more, metropolitan regions. The anticipated future stage occurs

when a city-region assumes the status of a "citi-state" or "city-state" or "global city-

state", which is currently speculative.

The city-region is more than mere geographical space; rather it is a common dwelling

"place" for the community which inhabits it. Thus, like a house, it should embody the

notion of a "home" which is characterizeð by family bonds and relationships, and also
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calling for some natural instincts of care on the scale of a family of families, or a

community of communities. The city-region should therefore be seen as a home by all,

and for all the community, where economic, social, and political relations are forged and

sustained for the mutual benefit of the entire community. These family bonds and strong

relations should naturally call for a spirit of home care or stewardship which seeks to

keep the home in good health, cleanliness, and order for the well being of all. This, in

city-region terms, should translate to seeking to live in harmony with nature in ecological

terms. Thus, the city-region is not only a site for good economic organization and socio-

cultural relationship-building, but is also an ecological system. Its influence transcends

the local and the global.

Gaborone as the seat of national government, and a core city within the Greater Gaborone

City-Region, surely has social, political, economic, and ecological interrelationships with

other settlements within the city-region. These interrelationships need to be

acknowledged by way of adopting a city-region-wide planning and goveming regime

with the view to achieving an economically, socially and ecologically integrated city-

region.
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CHAPTER 3

Theoretical Perspectives on City-Region Planning
and Governing Systems

3.1 Introduction

Planning the city-region has always been a daunting task for planners and political

decision makers alike during the past five or so decades, more especially in V/estern

Europe and North America. The thorny issue, it seems, has always been the fact that

planning, being more of a politically-driven process, hence inseparable from the political

decision making mechanism (Rodwin 2000), has always been constrained to be in tune

with the political ethos and political decision-making mechanism of the day, at all levels.

Politics is all about ideals which are reflective of societal values at any given time; hence

it changes as societal values or "phases of human development" also change, and so does

planning (Rodwin 2000). Low (1991:32) observes that:

"Planning...has to be justified as a political activity in its own right without the

flattering and mystiffing veil of 'science'. Political theory is relevant, and indeed

essential, to planning as the basis for the legitimacy of its practice."

The challenge has thus been no less great than at the city-region level where several

municipalities and at least one other level of government have had, and still have to

contend with, the challenge of having to work collaboratively for the common good of

their city-region. This scenario is fuither complicated by the fact that planning is no more

the sole preserve of the public sector. There are now new players in the form of both the

private and non-profit sectors which also undeftake some planning, thus making the

challenge even greater (Rodwin 2000).
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This chapter discusses the theoretical perspectives which have underpinned the planning

and governing of city-regions over the years. The theoretical perspectives relate

particularly to North America where there is a rich body of developed theory and history

in this respect. The focus is on examining two North American-based planning and

governing approaches, namely, "old" city-regionalism and "new" city-regionalism.

Emphasis is placed on how each of these philosophies evolved in relation to the evolution

of the city-region, and on how they might inform city-region planning and governing in

the GGCR context. Section 3.2 begins with defining the concept of "city-region

planning". It is followed by sections 3.3 and 3.4 which discuss city-region planning and

governing in North America and Sub Saharan Africa respectively. This will help in

providing general commonalities and divergences, with the latter further providing

context for the GGCR case study. The concepts of old city-regionalism and new city-

regionalism, and their pros and cons are examined in section 3.5. This helps place in

context the pros and cons of a new strategy that might inform future planning and

governing of the Greater Gaborone City-Region. The chapter ends with concluding

remarks.

3.2 Defining the Concept of "City-Region Planning"

Before venturing into how the city-region has been, and is currently being planned, it is

imperative that I first attempt to define the planning mechanism that seeks to actualize

that activity, that is, city-region planning. This will help put the notion of city-region

planning in perspective within the realm of the generic activity of planning. By planning I

am referring here to a capital-P "Planning" as opposed to the generic small-p "planning".
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The small-p "planning" is all about future "intentions" which can be organized into a set

of goals, objectives, policies, and program of action in a document called a "plan", with

the view to realizing them. There are therefore different kinds of planning, each of which

takes identity from the name by which it is called, i.e. economic planning, environmental

planning, physical planning, financial planning, social planning, parks planning, family

planning, etc. All these kinds of planning share a common characteristic, i.e. they all deal

with problem identification, and articulation of a desirable future (Glasson 1978, Levin

r9e3).

The kind of planning I am interested in here is the capital-p "Planning" which is a public

policy tool used either in the public (where it normally becomes a politically charged and

driven process) or private realms, to effect change (Glasson 1978, Levin 1993, Low

1991). As a society's life basically revolves around the three worlds of the physical

environment, social conditions and economic well being, this kind of planning is thus

primarily concemed with articulating the physical, environmental, social and economic

problems of a place and its community, and charting the best desired future. City-region

planning is therefore the capital-p "Planning" which I seek to define here. It is a 'branch'

of the 'parent body' "regional planning". According to Hodge and Robinson (2001),

regional planning is a large-scale planning activity which involves the planning of a large

area (aregion) for which there is no established government. It involves,

"...areas of considerable size, from entire metropolitan areas to large resource

regions...the "planning region" varies with the specific situation...is larger than

the boundaries of a single municipality but smaller than a province." (Hodge and

Robinson 2001:10).
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The planning process is normative in orientation, that is, it is a consultative and

participatory process that involves the making of choices/preferences about the ordering

of activities and facilities within the region.

Like its 'parent body', city-region planning comprises the "regional" and "planning"

dimensions (Hodge and Robinson 2001). The former is concerned with tackling impacts

of development over a much wider arca and also dealing with a much more complex

plethora of development issues which fall under the responsibility of many

municipalities. It is thus 'osupra-urban-space" and "multi-jurisdictional" in character.

City-region planning, like its parent body, regional planning, can therefore be seen as a

response to certain problems with an urban-regional dimension warranting action. The

pressure for such action need not necessarily emanate from the government, but can come

from various sources i.e. non-profitorganizations, the private sector, etc. (Glasson 1978).

The latter planning dimension could perhaps be viewed as "the hands-on side" of

regional planning - setting the stage for action by various stakeholders. As already

indicated, this is where the real normative orientation of regional planning should now

materialize, that is, the consultative and participatory process that involves the making of

choices/preferences about the ordering of activities and facilities within the region.

Hodge and Robinson (2001) state that, the question "Why plan?" should adequately be

answerable at this stage, that is purpose should be established, authorization (mandate)

should be- or should have been-granted, the how-to (institutional arrangements) about

executing it should be in place or ready, and the technical capacify - professional skills
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and the political will required to realize the mandate should be clearly visible. And, as

indicated earlier, all this should ideally be 'rintegral" in perspective rather than just being

multi-disciplinary (Wilber 2001, V/ight 2000, Hodge and Robinson 2001).

Hodge and Robinson (2001) state that city-region planning is comprised of five key

characteristics:

(1) supra-urban scale - it is concerned with addressing development issues over
a large urban area for which no form of established political goveming power is
exercised locally or provincially. A new layer of government or governance often
has to be created and inter-posed between existing layers (Figs 1A & B).
(2) interrelating - the primary focus is with regard to the interrelationships in the
impacts of development on the location of social, physical, economic, and
environmental/ecological spheres of city-regions.
(3) balance - it is concerned with the relationship between the well being of
people and the natural landscape and environment they inhabit.
(4) normative - it is a consultative and participatory process that involves
communities, the public, private and non profit sectors, all making choices/stating
preferences about the ordering of activities and facilities within city-regions.
(5) has implementation potential. This means that the "civic infrastructure"
within the city-region has pooled their regional social capital (funds, manpower,
etc) to implement approved strategic visions.

I consider these key characteristics as vital when discussing city-region planning and

goveming below. City-region planning in the Greater Gaborone City-Region would have

to be judged against these characteristics.

3.3 City-Region Planning and Governing in North America

City-region planning in North America has undergone a major shift from the formative

era of "old regionalism" spanning the period 1940s-1980s, to the era of "new

regionalism" which began in the early 1990s (Wallis 1994a, Hodge and Robinson 2001,

Frisken and Norris 2001, Wheeler 2002, Sancton 200I, Swanstrom 2001, Norris 2001a).
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I will use the terms, "old-city-regionalism" and "new-city-regionalism" to reflect my

focus on city-regionalism. By "city-regionalism" I mean the spirit of thinking and acting

at the city-region scale, by the city-region's community (Foster 2001). City-regionalism

can also be interpreted to mean,

"...aÍL attempt to delimit areas usually larger than those of local government

structure, with a view to making local government and planning more effective
and efficient. [City]-regionalism in this sense is essentially concerned with the
problem of defining areas for a new intermediate level of [institutional structures]
rather than with a purely geographical function of delimiting areas of the earth's
surface according to physical features." (Glasson 1978:50).

Thus, city-regionalism should not be confused with the more general notion of

ooregionalization" which is all about the process of delineating a country into regions such

as provinces, states, regional territories, planning regions, etc. to serve political and

national functional pulposes, such as administration, service delivery, economic

organization, etc. (Glasson 1978). The term "governing" as used in this study refers to a

legitimate system of formal and/or informal institutionalized decision making processes

meant to influence major socio-politico developments (Hodge and Robinson 2001, Wallis

I994b,l994c,2002,Kooiman 2003, Evans et aL.2005} As Kooiman (2003:04) clarifies:

"Governing can be considered as the totality of interactions, in which public as

well as private actors participate, aimed at solving societal problems or creating
societal opportunities; attending to the institutions as contexts for governing

interactions; and establishing a normative foundation for all those activities."

Governing, as Evans et al. (2005:02) observe "encapsulates two related and intertwined

processes, those of government and governence." These terms are often used

interchangeably; hence it is important that I define them so as to indicate that they are

distinct processes. I shall later elaborate on these distinct processes when discussing old
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city-regionalism and new city-regionalism. Government can be defined as the sphere of

local/state/provincial/regional/central/federal authority activity, the internal organization

thereof, and the legal, financial and political processes therein (Evans et al. 2005)

Governance among other definitions has been defined as,

"...a flexible pattern of public decision-making based on loose networks of
individuals. The concept conveys the idea that public decisions rest less within
hierarchically organized bureaucracies, but take place more in long-term
relationships between key individuals located in a diverse set or organizations
located at various territorial levels." (Evans et al. 2005 04).

Governance therefore embraces the notion of government. It can be perceived as a

progressive or positive development in the processes of local politics and administration,

moving away (on the government - governance continuum) from the "acceptable"

traditional and closed process of government to a more "desirable" open and normative

process ofgovernance (Evans et a|.2005).

But how and why did old city-regionalism and new city-regionalism come about? The

advent of what can now be rendered as "old" city-regionalism in North America can be

associated with a quest to address problems brought about by rapid urban growth which

drastically increased following the end of World V/ar II in the 1940s. Rapid urban growth

led to population and industry over-spilling the boundaries of core cities into

neighbouring municipalities (Porter and Wallis 2002, Frisken and Norris 200I, Wallis

1993). This resulted in the formation of metropolitan areas beset with region-wide

problems. Based on Bryant and Lemire's (1993) model (Fig. 2), it can be argued that the

city-region in North America had already developed to Stage Three by this time. As there

was no mechanism in place to deal with regional cross-border issues, such as the
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extension of services from core cities into neighbouring municipalities, states and

provincial governments embarked on the search for ways to address such issues. The

main aims were to: (a) address cross-border negative externalities; (b) address the

negative effects of urban sprawl and governmental fragmentation which by then was

perceived as the antithesis of metropolitan regional prosperity; (c) provide public goods

and services most efficiently and effectively; (d) achieve regional equity in the

distribution of public resources; (e) and making metropolitan regions more competitive

within the nation state as opposed to the entire world (Swanstrom 2001, Frisken and

Norris 2001).

The response to this situation was the institution of local government reform by, among

others, the following approaches: (a) unification/amalgamation of core cities with

suburban municipalities; (b) annexations of suburban municipalities by core cities; (c)

formation of federated local government structures; (d) creation of special single-purpose

or multipurpose agencies to provide particular regional services (sanitation, water, sewer,

parks, etc.) within specially designated districts; (e) and the creation of a two-tier local

government structure in the form of a metropolitan tier and a municipal government tier.

The metropolitan government was an upper-tier, regional government level, comprising

all constituent municipalities in the metropolitaî area; a municipal government was a

lower-tier government. A metropolitan government was thus a new level of government

interposed between the existing hierarchy of state/provincial-local government relations

(Figs. 5). In a unitary system of government such as in the United Kingdom for instance,

this interposition was made within the hierarchy of central-local government relations
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(Figs. 6) (Hodge and Robinson 2001, Sancton 200I, Levin 1993, Frisken and Norris

2001)

The creation of a two-tier local government structure (metropolitan and municipal

govemment) technically legitimized the creation of a new type of planning referred to as

"metropolitan-regional planning" at the Phase One-Stage Three metropolitan area level

(Fig. 7). This was in addition to "local planning" which was already being practiced at

the town/city level. Metropolitan-regional planning is concemed only with specified

metropolitan-region-wide planning matters such as the preparation of a comprehensive

metropolitan-regional land-use plan and major infrastructure (transportation, water,

se\ /erage, solid waste, and regional parks). Local planning deals with the remaining local

planning matters falling within the jurisdiction of a town/city (Hodge and Robinson 2001,

Levin 1993, Balinger l97I). Old city-regionalism appeared favourable until the 1980s

when political support started to wane. This, according to Sancton (2001:543) was mainly

because "...old regionalism proved politically impossible to implement." Wheeler

(2002:268) associates this political hurdle with the neo-conservative tenor of the time

when:

"An ideology of public choice predominated, rationalizing the fragmentation of
political authority within metropolitan regions on grounds of providing

individuals with a choice of tax and service levels in different jurisdictions."

The 1980s however, brought a new world economic and political order which

necessitated a shift from old city-regionalism to new city-regionalism as a governing

system particularly in North America.
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The term "new city-regionalism" is used to differentiate current experiments from old

city-regionalist efforts undertaken in the past (Wallis 2002, Frisken and Norris 2001).

Wallis (2002) argues that the shift from old regionalism to new regionalism occurred as a

result of three global forces, namely: (a) "globalizatiotf'; (b) the notion of "sustainable

development"; (c) and a "devolution revolution" particularly in North America and

Vy'estern Europe. To these three, I can add two more global forces - (d) the information

technology/telecommunications revolution (Abrahamson 2004), and (e) a new socio-

spatial order and geographic form that started to characterize the form of emerging

metropolitan areas in the 1990s, being the city-region (Figs. 2 e.T (Hodge and Robinson

2001). These five global forces are further described out.

Firstly, "globalization of the economy" in the 1980s altered the way international or

gtobal trade operates. This had an effect on how governments make economic policies

and implemented them (Wallis t994a, Lo and Yeung 1998, Wallis 2002, Bromley 2001,

Frisken and Norris 2001). Globalization is defined as the free flow of trade, commodities,

capital, information and people across national frontiers (Wolfe 2003). Frisken and

Norris (2001:467) state that globalizationhas shifted:

"...economic activity away from enterprises lodged primarily within nation states

to enterprises that operate worldwide...this shift has weakened the ability of
national govemments to manage national economies, thereby creating

opportunities for city regions..."

Global trade has therefore resulted in this shift, literally according city-regions the status

of being major spatial world-scale economic activity and political nodes. Besides

attracting a high proportion of national retail, office, manufacturing industries,
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educational, health, and leisure/recreational facilities, among others, and also being seats

of governments, city-regions are now important centres for Foreign Direct Investments

(FDI). They are home to headquarters and branches of multinational corporations and

many political and non-profit international organizations. Governments throughout the

world have now embarked on a relentless attempt to attract as much FDI as possible,

through economic policy instruments, to their city-regions. They are also campaigning

for regional office locations of international organizations within their city-regions

(Abrahams on 2004, Segbers 2005).

Secondly, the 1990s witnessed a greater impetus in the quest to achieve "sustainable

development." Sustainable development has been defined as meeting the needs of present

generations in a way which does not compromise the ability of future generations to meet

their own needs (Blowers 1993). The main aim in seeking to achieve sustainable

development is to attempt to balance economic growth with environmental preservation

and social equity. In the context of city-region planning this embodies the notion of what

has been referred to as the "sustainable city-region" (Breheny and Rookwood 1993).

Proponents of sustainable development believe that "good governance is a precondition

for achieving sustainable development - particularly at the local level." (Evans et al.

2005). The city-region is thus seen as providing the best macro-space for maximum

benefit.

Wight (2000) argues that the notion of a "sustainable city-region" portrays a utilitarian

relationship with the environment that positions humanity as independent of the
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environment, or in a managed relationship, or in a position of dominion, over it. He

argues a much better approach is to achieve what could be referred to as "integral

ecological sustainability" in city-regions. The notion of "integral ecological

sustainabilþ" calls for humanity's reconnection with nature, not simply in physical and

environmental terms, but in ways which promote development in ecological, social, and

economic practices at the local to national level (Wight 2000, Wilber 200I, Hodge and

Robinson 200I, James 2002). This approach has brought new terms into the vocabulary

such as "eco-municipality", "eco-governance", 'oeco-city", and "eco-city-region" (James

2002, wight 2000, Kline 2000).

Thirdly, North America is undergoing a "devolution revolution" under which federal and

state/provincial governments a¡e devolving more policy making and service-delivery

functions to the local level. This has led to an increase in local determination with some

municipalities within city-regions choosing to voluntarily make policy and provide some

services at a regional level (Wallis 2002). This change in political climate, also spurred

by the notion of globalization, has been witnessed by increasing active participation of

the private sector and non-profit organizations in directly dealing with various economic,

social and environmental problems bedeviling societies. This development resulted in the

private sector and non-profit organizations demanding a greater role in the political

decision making-process which appears more possible under the notion of govemance

(Wallis 1996,2002, Segbers 2005).
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Fourthly, the information technology and telecommunications revolution revolutionized

the way communications, work, and production across the globe occurs. The use of

computers and telephones connected through such high capacity transmission channels as

fiber optics now makes it possible for high volumes of data to be transmitted much faster

than has hitherto been the case. Technology makes it possible for workers,

clients/customer and producers to communicate with each other and exchange goods and

services faster from any part of the world. The increasing preference for high technology-

intensive production systems over traditional manufacturing processes means that goods

can now be produced faster and cheaper (Abrahamson 2004). This development has

turned city-regions into gigantic "urban technopoles" - centres of innovation, creativity,

information and knowledge, and technology (Hodge and Robinson 2001).

Lastly, based on Bryant and Lemire's (1993) model (Figs. 2 &,7), it can be argued that

the advent of new city-regionalism in North America was an attempt to address new city-

region-wide urban problems and challenges in the more complex city-regions which had

already developed into Stage Four by the 1980s. The city-region at this stage is

chancterized by an overlapping of urban fields or metropolitan regions, such as Canada's

"Golden Horseshoe" area around the west of Lake Ontario, and the city-regions of

Montreal and Vancouver (Bryant and Lemire 1993, Hodge and Robinson 2001).

'Wallis (1993) states that urban problems and challenges in these kinds of city-regions are

different from those experienced in the 1960s and 70s, not simply in the order of

magnitude, but also in their complexity. Today's city-regions are therefore different in
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both geographical form and social structure than previous metropolitan regions; hence

necessitating a new form of planning and governing. This is because the geographical

form and social structure of a cityltorryn/metropolitan region/city-region cannot be

disassociated - they go hand in hand (Evans et al. 2005). The challenge today is not

simply attempting to achieve effective coordination in transportation systems by having a

multimodal system, but "the challenge...is integrating transportation with land use and

environmental quality" (Wallis I 993 : 1 30).

The new type of regional planning which emerged in response to a metropolitan region

developing city-region status, with a changed role and form due to the above five factors

is termed "city-region planning" (Fig. 7) (Hodge and Robinson 2001). According to

Hodge and Robinson (2001), city-region planning is concerned with planning matters of

the entire city-region with a view to achieving the following: (a) integrating the various

parts of the city-region (urban, rural and suburban) in social, economic and

environmental/ecological terms; (b) economic competitiveness; (c) balancing economic

objectives with other objectives; and (d) integrating transportation planning with land-use

and urban-structure planning. The outcome of such a planning initiative is normally a

"strategic plan" or "a vision plan" as opposed to a comprehensive master plan as in

metropolitan-regional planning (Hodge and Robinson 2001, Wallis 1994,2002).

The above five forces or processes have redefined city-regions from 'laboratories' of

local government reorganization and national wealth distribution, to 'global engines' of

economic growth, and arenas for environmental management, ecological sustainability,
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places for greater social/community wellbeing, and 'sites' for technological innovation.

Urbanists argue that the notion of government cannot provide a conducive environment

for achieving the ideals of the above five forces or processes; hence a paradigm shift

from government to governance with greater emphasis on the notion of "good

govemance" at all levels (Evans et al. 2005). The reinvention of the city-region as

mentioned earlier has now earned it new labels such as "citi-state" or "global city-region"

(V/allis 1993,2002, Scott et a|.2001, Davis and Tajbaksh 2005, Wight 1998, Pierce et al.

ree3).

3.4 City-Region Planning and Governing in Sub-Saharan Africa

Before I can discuss the notion of city-region planning in Sub Saharan Africa, it is

essential to recognize that Sub Saharan Africa is part of the huge continent of Africa,

which is characterized by enormous contrasts in its political, geographic, economic and

cultural aspects. Rakodi (1997:19) states that distinctions:

"...carr be drawn between countries based on their colonial histories (colonial
power, system of rule, date and means of achieving independence), their natural
resource base, their geographical location (especially coastal/landlocked), their
cultural composition (ethnicity, religion), and their political history (form of the
state, significance in global politics, nature of the political system)."

Rakodi (1997) observes these distinctions have affected the way in which each country

has integrated into the 'global family' in political and economic terms; in the national

policies it has adopted; and in the response to the urbanization process. In this study I

avoid generalizations which can be misleading, but identifu common trends regarding the

evolution of city-regions, city-region planning and governing.
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Urbanization in Sub Saharan Africa dates back many centuries, having occurred in three

main waves: pre-colonial era, colonial era, and post-colonial/independence era (Rakodi

1997). This study is primarily interested in the post-colonialiindependence era

urbanization process, as it has had the greatest impact in shaping city-regions and

informing responses undertaken in planning and governing city-regions. In pre-colonial

Africa, traditional towns/capitals were the seats of kings, political rulers, and judicial

institutions, and important religious and cultural centres (arts and crafts). However, their

populations remained small because of dependence on locally-produced food. During the

colonial era, cities were developed, not as industrial centres, but to facilitate the

extraction of natural resources and the politico-administrative system upon which

colonial powers depended (Rakodi 1997). This in some cases led to the expansion of

already existing towns which were engaged in intemational trade e.g. Lagos (Nigeria)

and Tunis (Tunisia). In some parts of Sub Saharan Africa, new colonial towns were

established either as 'stand alone' settlements, superimposed on, or attached to, existing

traditional towns/cities. lnvestment in transportation systems where it was undertaken,

gave a boost to towns/cities in terms of population and investment (Rakodi 1997\.

Urbanization took a different path in the post-colonial/independence era. Most of Sub

Saharan Africa gained independence beginning in the 1960s (Ayeni2, Rakodi 1997,

Rakodi 1998). This period marked the beginning of a rapid urbanization and

industrialization process which sparked rural-urban migration. Compared to the rest of

Sub Saharan Africa, Southern Africa, the sub continent within which the case study

httþ ://www. unhabitat.org/HD/trdv5n 1 /regional.htm
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region is located, has always recorded the highest urban population, albeit with lower

annual growth rates (Table 1) (Rakodi 1998). In Botswana, urbanization had remained

low since the mid 1960s (4% in 1966) until the 1980s (18% in 1981). The rate of

urbanization increased in the 198l-1991 (46% in 1991) and 199l-2001 (55% in 2001)

inter-census periods (Mosha 1996, ljagbemi 2003, Gwebu3).

The Greater Gaborone City-Region, hosting about 90% (2001) and 27% (2001) of the

South Eastern Planning Region's and national urban populations respectively, seems to

have contributed significantly to urbanization in Botswana. The South Eastern Planning

Region alone accounts for over 55% (2001) of the national urban population (Gwebu3).

The process of urbanization in Botswana has mainly been spurred by rural-urban

migration (Mosha lggí,Ijagbemi 2003,Gwebu3). Rural-urban migration in Botswana, as

has been the case in most Sub Saharan Africa, has been attributed to State-centred urban-

biased national policies and programs which followed independence. These were inspired

by the "independence-zeal" that placed emphasis on accelerating economic growh

through planned sectoral investment (Rakodi 1998, Ayeni2).

Rapid urbanization occurred within an environment of continued poverty that

incapacitated government action to ensure that cities were able to accommodate the new

socio-economic demands associated with the basic needs of urbanites (Rakodi (1998).

This was due to the fact that, "governments were preoccupied with national political and

economic issues and generally paid relatively little attention to urban administration."

Rakodi (1998:322). Thus, what started to emerge was an unbalanced rural-urban spatial

http ://www. cso. sov. bw/htm l/census/urbanT_7.html
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development, with both rural and urban development occurring without guidance by any

spatial framework. This was due largely to reasons of technical and financial capacity

constraints (Rakodi 1 998).

Table 1: Urbanization Trends in Africa 19s0-199

Source: Rakodi (1998)

Sub Saharan Africa, like many parts of the world, therefore did not escape the

phenomenon of industrialization and increased urbanization which transformed life in

general for many following the end of World War II. [n Africa, these phenomena:

"...have created a dichotomy in social, economic, cultural and spatial aspects of
development. Socially and culturally, the cities have become embodiments of the
interaction of two civilizations, the modern, deriving from the culture and values
of countries from the developed world, and the local, which has elements of
traditional beliefs and practices. Economically, modern forces of production have
been concentrated in the cities where two parallel economic sub-systems, the
formal and the non-formal sectors, have evolved." (Ayeni2)

In spatial terms, it is therefore not uncommon to find a metropolitan region or city-region

comprising settlements, suburbs/peri-urban areas, and even neighbourhoods with a huge

contrast in the degree of 'rurality' and 'urbanity', and also with contrasting levels of

development in both social and physical infrastructure provisions and life-styles (Rakodi
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Urban
1950-55 1955-60 1960-65 1965-10 1970-15 1975-80 r980-85 1985-90 r990-9s

East 5.3 6.3 7.4 8.8 10.3 12.3 14.6 16.9 19. I

Middle 14.2 15.9 17.9 2t.l 24.8 26.6 28.2 29.8 3 1.9

South 38.2 40.0 41.9 42.8 43.6 44.1 44.s 45.0 46.2

West lo_2 l2_2 14.5 t6.9 t9.7 22.7 26.0 29.5 33.2

%
Annual
Growth
Rate
East 5.63 5.79 6.07 6.04 6.05 6.50 5.71 5.55 5.62

Middle 4.tt 4.29 5.51 5.68 3.86 3.98 4.07 4.39 4.64

South 3.2t 3.32 3.00 2.86 3.02 2.89 2.84 3.01 3.22

West 5.85 5.93 5.73 5.77 5.78 5.73 5.64 5.52 s.27



199S). Thus, Sub Saharan Africa city-regions vary greatly in spatial form compared to

North American or Western European city-regions. This variation, as indicated earlier, is

a product of the three different waves of urbanization and accompanying development

processes which started to develop well before the post-colonialism/independence era.

It is therefore apparent that, as in the W'estem V/orld and other parts of the world,

urbanization in Sub Saharan Africa has resulted in the creation of metropolitan regions

and city-regions. But most of Sub Saharan African city-regions are not anywhere near the

size of major city-regions in North America and some parts of Western Europe, and they

do not have the same strong international connections (Rakodi 1998). Major metropolitan

regions in Sub Saharan Africa include, among others: South Africa's Capetown, Durban,

Johannesburg and Pretoria - the last two could be regarded as forming a polycentric city-

region; Nairobi (Kenya); Lagos (Nigeria); and Kinshasa (Democratic Republic of Congo)

(Rakodi 1998). But how are these currently govemed and planned?

City-regionalism as we know it in the North American context appears not yet to be in

play in much of the Sub Saharan African context, especially in countries dominated by

central governments and their regionalization in national contexts. Instead, core cities and

their adjacent neighbouring municipalities each have their own separate municipal

governments within the metropolitan region. In some cases, there is one "mega-city

government" covering the entire metropolitan region forming a kind of "unicity" (El-

Shakhs 1997).
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The main contributing factors that have kept any form of regionalism from being in play

include: (a) the over-centralization of power at the upper levels of government which

seem to have thwarted the growth and development of a resilient civil-society

characteristic of North American society; (b) the susceptibility of inter-municipal

cooperation efforts to be complicated by ethnic conflicts - as municipal boundaries (in

African contexts) in most cases tend to follow ethnic/tribal territorial boundaries; (c) the

lack of financial resources in most cases to support planning at a regional level, above

that of a single municipality; and (d) metropolitanism and city-regionalism being

perceived as threats to national unity due to secessionist tendencies or tribal conflicts.

(Stren and White 1989, Kasarda and Parnell 1993, Gugler 1996, Rakodi 1997, El-Shakhs

1997 , Drakakis-Smith 2000). What prevails can therefore at best be described as a "top-

down regionalism" or regionalization as earlier indicated which does not auger well with

the notion of governance in a g\obalized world political economy. Another angle could

be to talk about this as 'districtism' or sub-nationalism rather than any form of

regionalism.

Metropolitan-regional planning and city-region planning as policy tools are thus highly

circumscribed under the auspices of a central government planning department or

provincial/regional/state goveffiment planning department. According to Ayeni2, regional

planning is thus mainly practiced at the sub-national level through a combination of

approaches, among them: (a) the designation of special regions for national political,

economic and administrative goals; (b) the concept of growth centre planning; and (c) the

establishment of new capital cities. The problem of highly centralized power, coupled
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with technical and financial capacity constraints at both federal/central,

provincial/state/regional and local government (often weak) levels, have been observed to

make service delivery- and responding to city-region problems and challenges- very

ineffective and inefficient (Rakodi 1997, Rakodi 1998, El-Shakhs 1997). In his study on

the future of African metropolitan regions, focusing particularly on policies and planning

strategies appropriate for addressing challenges of urban growth and development, El-

Shakhs (1997:505), concluded that, "existing urban planning structures and processes in

Africa are generally inadequate to deal with the scale of the urban problems confronting

mega-cities."

Among the serious problems which city-regions in Sub Saharan Africa are therefore

facing are: (a) environmental damage and degradation caused by poor solid waste

management; (b) polluted rivers which seriously threaten regional water supplies; (c)

housing problems; (d) inadequate social and physical infrastructure to match urban

population growth; (e) unacceptable high densities and unmanageable patterns of growth;

(f) congested transportation systems which result in long journeys to work; and (g) loss of

agricultural land and open space. It therefore appears that most Sub Saharan African

countries still have to leam how to encourage inter-municipal cooperation in dealing with

city-region-wide issues/problems. They would then be better positioned to attempt

metropolitan regional planning, en route to a more complicated city-region planning

involving not only levels of government, but also a multi-stakeholder approach.
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The above seven city-region-wide issues/problems could help build momentum for a

city-region planning approach under new city-regionalism. The over arching goal would

have to be attaining an "eco-integrated society". But for this to be realized, national

governments would have to show some political will by devolving political power to the

lower government level and providing the required "bundles of resources". The private

and non-profit sectors, including local communities, would also have to be seen as equal

stakeholders (Hodge and Robinson 2001).

3.5 Old City-Regionalism versus New City-Regionalism.

Having discussed how and why the city-region has evolved, how its role has changed

over time, and how and why planning has always had to respond to the evolution and

changing role, the next important part of this study is to discuss the distinction between

old city-regionalism and new city-regionalism, and the inherent strengths and weaknesses

of each. This will help put in perspective where each of these concepts falls within the

regional city stage development 'theory' and the contrasting notions of government and

governance. It will also help place in context the rationale for recommending a city-

region planning and governing strategy for the Greater Gaborone City-Region.

Wallis (1994b, 1994c,2002) states that the main distinction between old city-regionalism

and new city-regionalism is that the former is government-based and government-led,

whereas the latter is a governance-based and governance'led approach. Government is

concerned with formal public structures/institutions which operate within defined

hierarchies and discharge their functions within specific geographical spaces. That is why
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old city-regionalism was preoccupied with inter-posing a new layer of a government in

the hierarchy of state/provincial-local and national-local relations (Wallis 2002, Norris

2001a, Sancton 200I, Frisken and Norris 2001). This resulted in a two-tier local

govemment structure, comprising a metropolitan government at the upper level and a

municipal govemment at the lower level (Figs. 5, 6, e. 7). The upper metropolitan

govemment level provided specific public services and policy direction at the region-

wide level while the lower municipal governments constituting the metropolitan

government provided services within their respective areas of jurisdiction. Old city-

regionalism has thus been associated with planning and governing metropolitan regions

dominated by a single central core (mother) city. It should therefore be understood to

mean the same as "metropolitan regionalism" (Brenner 2002, Mitchell-Weaver 2000,

Hodge and Robinson 2001).

Governance, on the other hand, is more about collaborative decision-making processes

concerning the shared affairs of the city-region by governments, non-governmental

organizations, and private sector representatives who volunteer to take part in the process

(Wallis 2002, Sancton 2001, Frisken and Norris 2001). The main preoccupation in this

collaboration is about "...establishing vision and goals, and setting policy to achieve

them." (Wallis 2002:03). Thus, governance is a "bottom-up" approach as opposed to a

"top-down" approach which is characteristic of a government approach. Wallis

(2002:03) states that this bottom-up approach is reflected in the fact that "sometimes it's

the private sector...that takes the lead. In other cases it's the non-profit sector...that
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initiates the regional policy dialog." Nonis (2001a:559) quotes Savitch and Vogel

defining governance as being all about...

"...the notion that existing institutions can be hamessed in new ways, that
cooperation can be carried out on a fluid and voluntary basis among localities and
that people can best regulate themselves through horizontally linked
organizations."

New city-regionalism is thus associated with planning and governing city-regions in a

governance context (Wallis 2002, Hodge and Robinson 2001). Wallis (2002) draws

attention to the fact that both old and new city-regionalisms are "process-oriented", a

feature which may cause some confusion in their distinction relating to this very aspect.

As far as the "process-orientation" of the new city-regionalism is concerned, V/allis

(2002:03) clarifies that,

"...it is important to distinguish this from the proceduralism of the old [city]
regionalism. The old [city] regionalism used procedures as the pathway through
structure. The new [city] regionalism uses process as an alternative to structure
and, at times, as a mechanism for creating structure."

Wallis (1994b) argues that the orientation of new city-regionalism, when using "process"

either as an alternative to structure or as a mechanism for creating structure, involves a

two phased approach (Fig. 8). The first phase involves creating a sense of city-

regionalism, if this does not yet exist or is weak. The second phase builds on the first by

venturing into the creation of a governing structure(s) meant to actualize the city-region's

strategic vision. The resultant governance structure(s) is/are therefore locally crafted;

hence the end result is the creation of institutions with which the various stakeholders

have a sense of ownership. Old city-regionalism does not have this kind of a process
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resulting in local innovation. Its governing structures are pre-designed and do not

necessarily adhere to the unique local history and conditions of a place.

Old city-regionalism and new city-regionalism are therefore quite distinct in their

characteristics. Due to the area of focus in this study, it is not that necessary to delve into

discussing the key characteristics of old city-regionalism and new city-regionalism in

detail. Instead a sunmary based on Wallis (2002) is provided in Fig. 9. This study is

mainly interested in their strengths and weaknesses. The strengths and weaknesses of old

city-regionalism and new city-regionalism can be examined within two schools of

thought, namely, pro-government and pro-governance.

The former view is held by old city-regionalists proponents who hold the view that the

notion of a metropolitan government or city-region government provides the best basis

for achieving a city-region's social, economic and ecological goals. The latter view is

held by new city-regionalists proponents who hold the view that it is metropolitan

governance or city-region governance which provides the best basis in today's

globalized competitive world. These two propositions have led to questions being asked,

namely: "Can governânce be achieved without metropolitan government?" (Norris

2001a, Norris 2001b, Phares 2004), and, "Is regional government the answer?" (Siegel

reee).
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Fig. 8: New City-Regionalism Process: A Two-Phased Approach (After Wallis 1994)
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Source: Sechele and Paetkau (2005)
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Fig.9: System Characteristics of Old City-Regionalism and New City-Regionalism

Source: Wallis 1994b, 1994c,2002.

New City-Regionalism
Network-Based System

Old City-Regionalism
Hierarchy-Based System

Governance
Establishing vision & goals, & setting policy to

achieve them

Government
Inserting new layers in the hierarchy of

state/provinc iaV r egionaV central-local relations

Process
Visioning, strategic planning, resolving conflict &

building consensus

Structure
Structural altematives - citylcounty or city/peri-

urban consolidations, annexations, amalgamations,
etc. creation ofnew regional councils & single or

multi-pumose authorities

Open
Open, fuzzy, blurred or elastic boundaries.

Voluntary participation

Closed
Defined and fixed boundaries. Jurisdictions defrned.

Forced participation by 'senior' govemment

Collaboration
Horizontal relations. Voluntary agreements among

equals

Coordination
Hierarchical relations. Coordination of services

Trust
Binding relations

Accountability
Answerable to a higher authority

Empowerment
Constructive engagement in regional decision
making - communities, non profit, public and

private sectors

Power
Power to govem from higher and local levels of
government. Power rests with a higher authority
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Key
Characteristics

City-Reeion Government Citv-Reeion Governance
Advantage I)isadvantage Advantage Disadvantage

Political
Legitimacy

Strong
direclindirect
political
representation.

Involuntary
participation by
constituent
municipalities.
Local recognition
problem. Excludes
private & non
profit stakeholders.
Forces
stakeholders to
participate in areas
ofnon interest.
Relies on central
government for
existence -
political &
financial support.

Broad participation
ofstakeholders as

equal partners.
Creation of locally
crafted institutions.
Strong local
recognition by
stakeholders.
Allows
stakeholders
choice in area of
participation.
Relies on
stakeholders for
existence - local
ownership.

Voluntary
participation of
stakeholders is
susceptible to
secessionist
tendencies.

Political
Autonomy

Autonomy from
central govemment
and constituent
local government.

Suffers local
recognition.

Autonomy rests

with constituent
participants.
Strong local
recognition.

Equal partnership
means no higher
authority to
resolve impasse.

Gridlocks may
impede
implementation
capacitv.

Political
Authority

Firm political
implementation
capacity

Requires new layer
of government e.g.

Regional Council
which is prone to
conflict of power.

No additional layer
of government
required hence less
prone to conflict of
power.

Lacks firm
political
implementation
capacity

Territorial
Coverage /
Service
Jurisdiction

Wider functional
regional coverage
& services - no
municipal
fragmentation

Area wide
coverage limits
competition
between
municipalities.

Stakeholders
participate in areas
of interest.
Municipal
fragmentation
encourages
competition among
municipalities.

No region-wide
coverage. Some
parts of the city-
region may be left
out.

Fig. l0: Pros and Cons of City-Region Government and Cify-Region Governance

Source: Culled from Lefevre (1998), Norris (2001), Frisken and Norris (2001).

But what are the key characteristics of government vis-a-vis governance, and what are

their inherent advantages and disadvantages, or pros and cons? According to Lefevre

(1998), there are four key characteristics, namely: political legitimacy, autonomy,

authority, and teritorial coverage / service jurisdiction (Fig. 10). Lefevre (1998:18)
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summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of metropolitan government and

govemance by saying

"Metropolitan govemance highlights values of negotiation, partnership, voluntary
participation and flexibility in the constitution of new structures. In doing so, it
presents us with a radically different idea of the institution. It is no longer
presented at the start, created in advance, ready-to-use, but appears as the result of
a constitutive process. It is the process which radically transforms yesterday's
metropolitan model. Metropolitan governance does not consider the institution to
be pre-established...The objective to be achieved...is not fixed in advance, but
becomes the product of the system of actors as the process unfolds."

According to Ache (2000), city-region governance is a creative and strategic resource

which has the potential to trigger and release a multiplicity of integrative processes. This

creativity and strategic aspects can be achieved through a paradigm of "local innovative

milieu" which Ache (2000:697) defines as,

".. .a complex local...coherent territorial production system... [involving] process

of communication, frequent interaction and leaming from a local culture in the
longer term with local actors (i.e. companies, individuals, organizations)
developing a shared world view..."

The notion of "local innovative milieu" appears analogous with what could be termed the

"regional innovative milieu" based on the notion of a "regional milieu", being the city-

region's "civic infrastructure" or "social capital" (all sectors, players, and stakeholders in

the non-profit, private, and public sectors and their combined resources) as earlier

mentioned (Wallis (1993, 1994c).
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3.6 Concluding Remarks

Old city-regionalism has a tendency of prescribing pre-determined administrative

structures, and applying such structures in any socio-political situation. It does this

without necessarily taking the historical local conditions into consideration. The addition

of a tier of regional govemment in a federal system of government is often inter-posed

between state/provincial/regional and local, not between national and local, as in a

unitary government system.

New city-regionalism allows the creation of structures or institutions which are not

imposed from above, but are rather a product of a local collective decision-making

process of all interested stakeholders. It allows for attention to the local history and

uniqueness of a place. In short, local creativity, local innovation, reflection of local

culture and history, local actors, non-rigidity, and strategic visioning are the hallmarks of

new city-regionalism. These are the features of the "local historical roots" in a wider

sense, which can only be achieved through govemance (Levin 1993).

Old city-regionalism and new city-regionalism relate to contrasting socio-politico, socio-

economic, and enviro-ecologic periods in North America. Thus, each evolved in response

to spatial problems and challenges of urbanization and industrialization, which presented

themselves in unique ways at different times. From the 1960s until the late 1970s, North

America was preoccupied with national economic growth and tackling urban

metropolitan problems and challenges. Old city-regionalism was then perceived as

providing the best framework to address such problems and challenges.
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But from the 1980s on, a whole new world economic and political order necessitated a

shift from old city-regionalism to new city-regionalism in the first world at least,

characterized by: globalization, the notion of sustainable development, devolution of

political power, the information technology/telecommunications revolution, and a new

socio-spatial order that characterizes the form of current urban regions. These global

forces have led to an increase in the spirit of local determination whereby municipalities

do not want to be forced to take part in collective decision-making structures, but rather

prefer to do so voluntarily. The global forces have also spurred an increase in active

participation of the private sector and non-profit organizations in directly dealing with

various economic, social, and environmental problems in city-regions, thus demanding a

greater role in the political decision making process. New city-regionalism by its

character, no doubt provides an appealing platform for dealing with current problems.

By no means should new city-regionalism be adopted 'lock, stock and barrel' and old

city-regionalism totally discarded. Both have their strengths and weaknesses. The

challenge is how to make use of the strengths of both while minimizing weaknesses.

There is thus room for some blending of the two. Such a blending should not be intended

on balance to achieve an old city-regionalist agenda, but rather, a new city-regionalist

one. This is because the current world globalized political economy dictates a multi-

stakeholder approach in addressing city-region-wide challenges and problems. New city-

regionalism offers that opportunity, as well as local innovation in response to the local

historical roots of a place. Also, some situations may require the adoption of some old

city-regionalism or metropolitan regionalism approaches on an ad hoc basis in order to
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achieve a new city-regionalism agenda. This represents the main challenge in strategizing

future planning for the Greater Gaborone City-Region.

What then would the strengths and weaknesses of old city-regionalism and new city-

regionalism mean to the Greater Gaborone City-Region? Would it be preferable for the

GGCR to adopt an old city-regionalist government and planning system, which would

not allow for local creativity nor give its regional-citizens a greater role in determining

their future; or might the GGCR merit a new city-regionalist system, which would allow

its regional-citizens to "custom-make" their own city-region governance and planning

structure(s) based on its unique local history? These questions will be explored in detail

in the case study which follows.
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CHAPTER 4

A Case Study of the Greater Gaborone City-Region

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapters provided background on the evolution of the city-region and on

how planning and governing have responded to that evolution. They also attempted to

aris\iler key research questions relating to the general literature on city-region history,

planning and govemance. The focus of this chapter is to translate the information gained

into knowledge with regard to the Greater Gaborone City-Region (GGCR). The chapter

is particularly interested in answering the following key research questions as they relate

to the GGCR, namely: (1) How has the Greater Gaborone City-Region evolved? (2) How

has the Greater Gaborone City-Region been plarured and governed in the past, and why?

(3) How is the Greater Gaborone City-Region currently being planned and govemed, and

why? (4) How could the Greater Gaborone City-Region be better planned and governed

in the future, and why? (5) What are the implications for better strategizing future

approaches to planning and governing for the Greater Gaborone City-Region?

Before tackling these questions in detail, I first provide some basic information about the

case study region to better inform those who are not familiar with it. This is provided in

section 4.2 through to section 4.7.The subsequent sections answer the above key research

questions. Section 4.8 discusses the evolution of the GGCR. The character of the city-

region is discussed in section 4.9. Section 4.10 gives an over view of regional planning in

Botswana in order to set the background context. Section 4.1 I discusses past and current
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planning and governing approaches in the GGCR. Section 4.I2 attempts to relate

planning and governing in the GGCR with the view to determining if there is a

relationship between planning and governing, and the character thereof. Section 4.13

addresses the main aim of this thesis, to strategize future planning in the GGCR. The

section therefore discusses possible city-region plaruring and governing trajectories which

may be adopted for the GGCR in future. Concluding remarks are provided in Section

4.t4.

4.2 Defining the Greater Gaborone City-Region: The Boundary Issue

It is not the intention of this study to precisely define the boundaries of the Greater

Gaborone City-Region. This mandate will rest entirely with the community of the city-

region when such a community (or "community of communities") emerges. The city-

region's boundary would be defined by what the community makes to be the area of their

conìmon interest or the area within which there is a feeling of a shared future. The

community could define the boundary of the city-region by, among others, its

commutershed, watershed, and/or topography. If the community chooses more than one

of the above rationales, or all of them, the boundary of the GGCR would thus comprise

multiple limits and be characterized as flexible or rigid depending on the issue of interest

on the table. Thus, with regard to the issue of the boundary as delineated in the case

study, this study simply seeks to geographically locate the GGCR within the national

space of Botswana and particularly within the South East Region of the country. The

region that I have delineated is simply meant to serve the purpose of this study (Map 2).

The current commutershed of Gaborone City was used as the basis for this delineation,
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because this is the area within which there is significant socio-economic intercourse

occurring between the core city and its sphere of influence.

4,3 Location and Physical Features

The Greater Gaborone City-Region (Map 2) is located in the south-eastem part of

Botswana, within the South Eastern Planning Region - simply referred to as the South

Eastern Region (SER) - Map 3.

Map 3: Location of the Greater Gaborone City-Region
within the South Eastern Region in Botswana.
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Source:Adapted from GoB (2004d)
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Botswana was divided into four planning regions in 1998 following the approval of the

National Settlement Policy (NSP) (GoB 1998). Each planning region is an amalgam of

more than one administrative district (into which Botswana was divided after gaining

independence in 1966) (Map 3). Administrative districts are meant to serve central

government's purpose of political administration and service delivery. As is the case in

most Sub Saharan Africa, both municipal and district boundaries for most part tend to

follow tribal tenitories boundaries. The SER therefore comprises the rural districts-cum-

municipalities of Kgatleng, Southem, South-East and Kweneng, and the urban districts-

cum-municipalities of Gaborone and Lobatse. The broad policy principles and framework

of the NSP were first included in the National Development Plan (NDP) 5 (1979-1985)

(GoB 2004a). Its main goal is to provide a framework to "...guide and encourage

equitable distribution of investment, in order to achieve a spatially balanced development

across the whole country." (GoB 1998:01).

The SER in this case is a sub-national space meant to serve central government's long-

term regional economic, social, environmental policy and development initiatives. On the

other hand, the GGCR can be seen as a supra-urban space covering parts of sub-national

spaces (rural districts) falling within the SER sub-national space and also encompassing

some more localized spaces (urban districts). Both the rural and urban districts comprise

the local government level.

The city-region therefore bestrides part of the rural municipalities of Kgatleng, Southern,

South-East and Kweneng, and encompass the urban municipalities of Gaborone and
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Lobatse. For the purpose of this study, the boundary of the GGCR is defined by all

settlements falling within the planning areas of Lobatse, Kanye, Moshupa, Thamaga,

Molepolole, Mochudi, Sikwane-Mabalane-Malolwane-Mmathubudukwane, Tlokweng,

Ramotswa and the Botswana-South Africa intemational boundary. Included in this area

are also the villages of Lentsweletau, Lotlhakane and Molapowabojang (Map 2). All

these settlements fall within the current Gaborone commutershed. In physical terms, the

GGCR can be defined by natural features including all or part of the watersheds of the

Notwane, Segoditshane and Metsimotlhabe Rivers (Map 4). The city-region is also

defined by a main network of primary roads (41, 410, e, y'J2) radiating from Gaborone

City to Lobatse, Kanye, Molepolole and Mochudi (Map 5).

4.4 Administrative Institutions

Botswana's administrative setup is described as comprising a unitary government with a

two-tier level of government, made up of central and local govemment (Wunsch 1998,

Mosha 2002). The country is divided into rural and urban administrative districts to

facilitate central govemment's service delivery. Within each rural district and urban

district are four and two branches of local authorities respectively. Rural districts

comprise the District Administration, District Council, Land Board and Tribal

Administration (Bogosr) (GoB 200Ic, 2004a). Urban districts comprise the District

Administration and Torvn/City Council or Township Authority. The role of the District

Administration is to coordinate all central government service departments in the district.
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Map 4: The Greater Gaborone City-Region \ilatershed

Source: Adapted from GoB (2004d)
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Source: Adapted from GoB (2004d)

The districtltownlcity and township authorities offer local government services delegated

to them by central government. The Land Board holds, allocates and manages

tribal/communal land in trust of the tribelcitizens. Bogosi is in charge of all matters of

custom pertaining to the tribe. It also plays a very important role in adjudicating on both

civil disputes and minor criminal offences, and it provides a consultative forum through
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the Kgotla ('traditional parliament') where policy and development issues are openly

discussed (GoB 200Ic, 2004a, Kalabamu and Morolong 2004). All these branches

consult and work together in the delivery of local services.

Thus the GGCR comprises a total of twenty-two Local Authorities (LA's) as follows:

District Administration (six in number - Gaborone, Lobatse, Kweneng, Kgatleng, South-

East and Lobatse); District/[Jrban Council (six in number - Gaborone, Lobatse, Kweneng,

Kgatleng, South-East and Lobatse); Tribal Administration (five in number - Kweneng,

Kgatleng, Batlokwa, Balete, and Bangwaketse tribal territories); and Land Board (five in

number - Kweneng, Kgatleng, Batlokwa, Balete, and Bangwaketse tribal tenitories). All

these jurisdictions, in addition to an array of representatives from the private sector and

non-goverTrmental organizations would have to be part of any entity meant to deal with

city-region-wide development issues.

There is currently no authority bridging the local and central government levels of

government dealing with cross-border regional issues, either at the sub-national space

(Planning Regions) or city-region level (GoB 2004d). This is another reason why this

study is important. Communities in the city-region sooner or later will have to devise an

institutional arrangement that would seek to bridge this gap to deal with cross-border

regional development issues. Side-stepping the need for a new city-region-wide

institutional arrangement to plan and manage growth in the city-region would only serve

to worsen the current problems of inequity in service provision. The main challenge

would be the form any new institutional arrangement should take, considering the current
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unique institutional arrangements at the local level, which are little different in general

terms from those in North America.

4.5 Land Ownership

The land tenure system in colonial era and post-colonial era Botswana has always

comprised, state land (formally Crown land), freehold land which is under private

ownership, and tribal/communal land which is tribally-owned. Rural districts and

municipal boundaries mainly tend to follow the boundaries of tribal territories. Urban

districts and urban municipalities are located in lands owned by the State. This land in

some cases has been excised from tribal or freehold land, either for expansion or for

establishment of a new town e.g. Jwaneng, Sowa and Selebi-Phikwe. After independence

the present government ceded alarge piece of state land and acquired some freehold land

to augment communal land in some newly-created rural districts (Kalabamu 1993).

The policy of using state land and purchasing freehold land has been very instrumental in

the growth of Gaborone as a regional city. The national government has been very

reluctant, probably for strong political reasons, to acquire tribal land. Between l97I and

1980, the government purchased some farms in the north, and all in the west, to expand

the rapidly-growing city. Only a small portion of the Bakwena tribal territory was excised

to cater for the relocation of the airport (GoB 2001). These land acquisitions resulted in a

new land ownership pattern around the city (Map 6).
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There are only a few freehold farms remaining in the south and north of the city to meet

future expansion. According to the Gaborone Development Plan (1997-2021), these

farms can only provide for growth up to the year 202I, which is only sixteen years from

now. Gaborone would therefore technically have to over-spill onto tribal tenitories

around the year 202L It appears the prime candidates for this over-spilling are the tribal

territories of Bakwena in the west and Bakgatla in the north as there seems to be enough

land available as compared to the teritories of Batlokwa and Balete. The acquisition of

this land would however not be without incidence. Already, tensions over land issues

between the Batlokwa tribe and the national government are running high in Tlokweng

resulting with the tribe instituting a court action against the governmenta.

The issue of land ownership within the GGCR and the expansion of Gaborone city pose a

very serious challenge in terms of adopting a city-region-wide growth and development

strategy to benefit the city-region community as a whole. This is another reason why this

study is important. There is a need for a long term strategy which would accommodate

the growth and development of Gaborone, but not at the detriment of the rest of the city-

region community. Such a strategy would have to be seen by the sumounding tribal

communities as optimizing the combination of their territorial autonomy and the

functional interdependency of their tribal settlements with Gaborone on a regional scale.

a Batlokwa have tribal rights on the smallest tribal teritory in Botswana. The land is located on the eastem
side of Gaborone (Map 6). Central to their complain are among others: Their claim that the capital city of
Gaborone has been build on land they originally owned, which together with the freehold farms in the north
and south were taken away from them without compensation. This has resulted in them remaining with
little land for arable, pastoral and village expansion (Mmegi, Yol. 22, No. 186, dated 0211212005).

Batlokwa also see the allocation of land to the Botswana Housing Corporation for residential development
as robbing their tribesman of their already inadequate land (The Gazette. http://www.gazette.bw/ Available
I 8/08/2oos).
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Side-stepping the need for a city-region-wide growth and development strategy, and

continuing the piece-meal approach to the acquisition of land around Gaborone to cater

for Gaborone's growth, would only serve to worsen the current land shortage problems

and perpetuate conflicts. It would also lead to acute disparities in the provision of

services in the city-region. Some of the important questions needing answers are: Should

tribal land be appropriated, and if so when? Should the peri-urban villages of Tlokweng,

Mogoditshane, Gabane, Metsimotlhabe and Mmopane be incorporated into Gaborone?

New city-regionalism would provide the right context for the development of a growth

and development strategy within the GGCR. This is because as opposed to old city-

regionalism, new city-regionalism is associated with the maintenance of local identities

(tenitorial autonomies) within an environment of increasing functional interdependency.

Old city-regionalism through its structural alternatives of annexation, amalgamation, and

consolidation (Fig. 9) erodes local identities which tribal communities within the GGCR

may still want to preserve. Governance approaches are needed to help mediate this

dialectic and also resolve conflicts, as democratically as possible. Governance approaches

are more open to new institution capacity building as opposed to government approaches

which are closed (Wallis I994b, 1994c, 2002). Through governance approaches,

Batlokwa and other tribal communities within the GGCR may for example indicate the

need for some form of 'cultural reserves', where they would be able to maintain their

cultural practices.
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4.6 Urbanization in Botswana: An Overview

Botswana's population is concentrated along the north-south eastern corridor. The

corridor is characterized by three conglomerations focused around the capital city

Gaborone, the Mahalapye-Serowe-Palapye triangle (classified as primary centers under

the NSP), and Francistown. Like most of Sub Saharan Africa, pre-colonial and colonial-

era Botswana had, and still has, traditional towns which were basically seats of tribal

government and served as "agro-towns" (Kalabamu 1993, Silitshena 1982). Unlike other

Sub Saharan Africa colonies, traditional settlements in Botswana managed to retain their

form and character throughout the colonial era. This is probably because the British did

not settle in large numbers in then Bechuanaland, but simply offered a "protectorate"

status'; the influence of western acculturation was restricted to government buildings and

a few private houses for the Protectorates' officials (Kalabamu 1993). Traditional

settlement form and character therefore began to change significantly during the 1970s,

following independence, after urbanization began to take root. The villages experienced a

"...proliferation of commercial, industrial, and institutional land use activities formerly

not found in traditional Tswana settlements." (Kalabamu 1993:16).

Pre-independence Botswana had only two modern towns, namely, the "railway towns" of

Lobatse in the south and an old mining town of Francistown (now city) in the north.

Gaborone is basically a new town, built in 1963 to be the capital town upon Botswana's

independence in 1966. The other new towns of Selebi-Phikwe (1970), Orapa (1974),

Jwaneng (1980) and Sowa (1990) came about as a result of mining activities (Kalabamu

1993, Silitshena 1982, Mosha 1996, Letsholo 1982). Thus, within the GGCR, there is a
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settlement pattern comprising only two modern towns (Lobatse and Gaborone) and fast

modernizing and urbanizing traditional/tribal capital towns and villages.

Urbanization in Botswana is therefore a new post-colonial/independence phenomenon

which has so far occurred in a rather rapid manner (Table 2) (Kalabamu 1993, Kalabamu

and Morolong 2004, Mosha 1996). At independence in 1966, "only 4o/o of Botswana's

population lived in urban areas." (Mosha 1996). In twenty years the urban population

increased from 17.7 % (1981) to 54.8Yo (2001) of the national population (Table 2),

which means that over half of Botswana's population now resides in urban areas. An

urban settlement in Botswana is defined as one having a "minimum threshold population

of 5,000 residents with at least 75 percent of its economically active population engaged

in non-agricultural activities" (Gwebu3:pp02). Gwebu3 states that the rate of urbanization

in Botswana has been increasing since independence due to four main factors: (a) the

designation of 'agro-to'wns" or tribal/district/municipal headquarters as urban - refened

to as "urban villages"; (b) migration from small rural villages to urban villages, towns

and cities; (c) the designation of some centers as district and sub-district headquarters;

and (d) the strategic location of some settlements in relation to major centers with

industrial, commercial and administrative functions. These factors have encouraged rural-

urban migration mostly among young and middle aged people looking for employment

(Mosha 1996).

Of all the planning regions in the country, the South Eastern Region, within which the

GGCR is located, has not only always been highly and densely populated, but it has also
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been the most urbanized region (Table 2). The region now hosts over 55%o of the national

urban population. The city-region's population is clustered around the capital city (Fig

l1), with settlements generally being within 3 to 20 kilometers of each other.

4.7 The Greater Gaborone City-Region Population

With a total population of 766,992 (2001) people, the SER hosts 45.6% of the 1,680,863

(2001) national population. The Greater Gaborone City-Region hosts about 546,893

(2001) of the SER's total population, or 71.3o/o. At the national level, GGCR hosts about

32Yo of the population, making it the most populated area in the entire country (Fig. l1).

Gaborone city's population of 186,007 (2001), accounts for 34Yo of the GGCR's

population (Table 3) and 695% of the Gaborone Metropolitan Area (GoB 2004a) (Tables

2 & 4). The figures in Tables 3 & 4 which should be read with Fig. 11, clearly

demonstrate that the GGCR hosts the largest proportions of both the national and SER's

population.

Almost 50% of the GGCR's population falls within the GMA while the capital city itself

accounts for 34o/o of the GGCR's population (Table 3). Though this is a higher

population, it nonetheless shows that the bulk of the GGCR's population falls outside the

core city, which is not usual in most cases (Table 3). However, I note that the capital city

accounts for almost 70o/o of (the inner metropolitan) GMA's population (Table 4). The

scenario of Gaborone accounting for a higher percentage (68.1% in 2027) of the GMA's

population, but a much lower percentage (34% in 2027) of the GGCR's is projected to

continue even over the next twenty-one years (Tables 3 & 4). But it has to be noted that
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the GMA will increase in area as the population increases. By then, the populations

would be 440,000, 650,000, and l.3million people for Gaborone, the GMA, and the

GGCR respectively; more than double the current population of each of these areas.

Table 2: Urban Population by Planning Region (1981-200f)

Source: Gwebu3. http://www.cso.gov.bilhtmVcensus/urbanT-7.html Available; 30105/2005

South
Eastern

91,000 340,300 507,800 54.7 56. I 55.2

Eastern 75,400 229,200 340,400 4s.3 37.8 37.0

Northern 3 1,100 56,200 5.1 6.1

Western 5,500 16,000 1.0 1.7

Total
Urban
Population

166,400 606,100 920,400 100 100 100

Total
National
Population

941,000 L,326,
800

1,680,
900

Urban
Percentage
of National
Ponulation

17.7 45.7 s4.8
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Table 3: Current & Projected Population of Settlements Outside the GMA But
Within the GGCR

Settlement MunicipalitylArea Population - 200f Projected
Population Q027)

Molepolole Kweneng 54,561 t30.142
Kanye Southem 40.628 96,908
Mochudi Ksatleng 36.962 88,164
Lobatse Lobatse 29,689 70.816
Ramotswa South-east 24,47s 58,379
Thamaga Kweneng r8,l 17 43,2t4
Moshupa Southem 16,992 40.530
Kopong Kweneng 5.571 13,288
Otse South-east 5,192 12,384
Mmankgodi Kweneng 4,997 I1,919
Lentsweletau Kweneng 4.025 9,601
Bokaa Ksatlens 3,812 9,093
Oodi Kgatleng 3,440
Manyana Southem 3.1 85 7,597
Kumakwane Kweneng 3,139 7.487
Morwa Kgatleng 2.696 6,431
Ranaka Southern 2.644 6,307
Taung South-east , {{? 6,087
Rasesa Kgatleng 2,461 5,870
Modipane Kgatleng 2.423 5,779
Malolwane Kgatleng 2,369 5.651
Mogobane South-east 2,053 4.897
Mmathubudukwane Kgatleng 2.049 4,887
Sikwane Ksatlene 1,585 3,781
Matebeleng Kgatleng I,180
Pilane Kgatleng l, 178 2,810
Mabalane Ksatleng 814 1,942
Kgope Kgatleng 507 r.209
Total 279,296 654,993
Total GMA 267,597 651,383
Total GGCR 546.893 I,306,376
Total SER 766,992 1.829.468
Percentase of Gaborone over GGCR 34.0V. 34.00Á
Percentage of GMA over GGCR 48.gYo 49.9o/o

Percentase of GGCR over SER 71.3o/o 71.4o/o
Source: South Eastern Region Master Plan (2003-2027). Volume 2
NB: - Recommended for inclusion in the GMA.

It is important to note that the GGCR's urban population currently accounts for about

90%o and27o/o of the SER's and national urban populations respectively (Table 3). If this

trend is maintained within the next twenty-one years, the GGCR as a whole will be a

highly populated and intensely urbanized city-region, perhaps then with the remaining

discontiguous settlements generally falling within 5 kilometers of each other.
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Settlement Municipality
Population Projected

PopulatÍon
t97t 1981 t99t 2001 2027

Gaborone Gaborone 17.7t8 59,657 133.468 186.007 443.674
Mosoditshane Kweneng 1,07s 3,125 14,246 39,773 94,869
Tlokwene South-East 3.906 6.653 12.501 21.133 50.408
Gabane* Kweneng 1,936 2,693 5,975 10,399 24,804
Metsimotlhabe Kwenens 1.936 395 1.586 5.317 12.682
Mmopane Kweneng 537 584 1,249 4,968 I1,850
Oodi* Ksatlens 8.205
Matebelens* Ksatlens 2.815
Mmamashia* Ksatlens 906

Total 25,222 73,107 169,026 267,597 651,383

Percentage of Gaborone over
GMA

70.2o/o 8l.6Vo 79.0o/" 69,50Â 68.1oÂ

Table 4: Population Growth Trends & Projections - Gaborone Metropolitan Area

Source: South Eastem Region Master Plan (2003-2027).
NB: * Recommended for inclusion in the GMA.

Fig. 11: Population Density & Distribution in the SER (2001)

Source: GoB (2004a)

The South Eastern Region Master Plan's 2027 population projections for both the GGCR

and SER, assume a more even distribution of growth. It is possible that market forces

could result in a higher population growth than projected, thus compounding the situation

even further. This scenario represents a great challenge and augurs for moves to be made
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sooner than later to devise a city-region planning and governing framework to guide

future development.

There seems to be a continuing trend in population proportion decline affecting the GMA

part of the GGCR, despite its absolute population growth. The proportion declined from

II.2% in 1981 to 4.5%o in 2001 (Table 5). It appears that most of the population growth

has been attracted to the primary and secondary centres surrounding the GMA, as marked

by their high growth rates (Table 6). This scenario points to the direction of new growth

in the outer GGCR.

Table 5: Growth Trends in the Gaborone Area

Source: Mogoditshane-Gabane-Metsimotlhabe-Mmopane Development Plan (2003-2027).
NB: * Includes Kgaphamadi.

Growth
Settlement Municipality

t97l 1981 l99l 2001 l98t-
l99t

l99l-
2001

Gaborone Gaborone I7 .7 t8 59.657 133.468 186,007 t2.9 8.4 3.4
Mogoditshane Kweneng 1,075 3,12s 14,246 39,773 I 1.3 16.4 t0.2
Tlokwens South-East 3.906 6.653 l2.s0l 21,133 5.5 6.5 5.4
Gabane Kweneng t,936 2,693 5,975 10.399 3.2 8.3 5.7
Metsimotlhabe Kweneng 1.936 39s 1,586 5,317 23.0 14.9 9.8
Mmopane* Kweneng 537 584 t,249 4.968 0.8 7.9 10.9

Total 25,222 73,107 169,026 267,597 tt.2 8.7 4.s
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Table 6: Population Growth in Urban Settlements in the GGCR (1971-2001) ('000)

Urban
Village/Town/
City

l97t 1981 t99t 2001 Percent
Change 1991-
2001

Growth
Percent
Annum 1991-
2001

Gaborone * 17,7 s9,7 133,5 186, 0 39.3 J.J
Lobatse # I1,9 19.0 26.0 29.7 14.2 1.3

Tlokweng * 6,7 12,5 2t,r 68.8 5.2
Mogoditshane * 14.2 36,3 155.6 9.4
Kanye # 31,4 40.2 28.0 2.5
Moshupa # I1.4 t7,4 52.6 4.3
Ramotswa # 18,7 20.3 8.6 1.0

Molepolole # 36,9 53,9 46.1 3.8
Thamaga # 13.0 t8.2 40.0 3.4
Mochudi # 25,5 36,7 43.9 3.6
Number of
Urban Places

,,
3 t0 l0

Total 29,600 85.400 326.100 459,800
Total SER
Urban
Population

91,000 340,300 507,800

GGCRUTI¡an
Percentage of
SER Urban

93.8 95.8 90.s

Total
Population

596,
900

941,
000

1,326,
800

1,680,900

GGCR Urban
Percentage of
Total
Population

5 9 25 27.4

Source: GoB (2004a), Gwebu3. http://www.cso.gov.bw/html/census/urbanT_7.html
NB: * Within the GMA. # Outside the GMA.

Available: 3010512005.

4.8 Evolution of the Greater Gaborone City-Region

The evolution of the Greater Gaborone City-Region can be examined within the context

of Wallis's Q99aa) city-region evolutionary phases, and Bryant and Lemire's (1993) four

stages model of the evolution of the regional city. Based on Bryant and Lemire's (1993)

four stages model, it can be argued that Stage Two development appears to have been

achieved around the mid 1980s when Gaborone became established as a regional city,
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with a 'pull' reaching beyond the city borders. Until the late 1980s the city had been

attracting population from nearby rural villages within the region, and even from other

places further afield (Table 4). The population of the peri-urban villages then was quite

small. It appears that Stage Three was achieved when a metropolitan region started

developing in the 1990s. While Gaborone had been fast growing until the early 1990s, the

city started growing at a much reduced rate, whereas the peri-urban settlements'

population significantly exploded (Tables. 5 e, q. As intermediate centres between the

tribal/district/municipal headquarters and the regional city, the peri-urban settlements

appeared strategically located to attract a quite sizeable population from these and other

centres (Gwebu3). These urbanized villages subsequently coalesced with the cify (Map.

l) forming what we have referred to as the Gaborone Metropolitan Area (GMA). At

present the GMA is continuing to grow, albeit at a much reduced growth rate (Table 5).

The current form of the Greater Gaborone City-Region can therefore be described as a

monocentric city-region in a maturing Stage Three metropolitan area phase (Map 2).

However, it appears evident that the regional form is now evolving rapidly to Stage Four,

where a complex regional settlement structure comprising various activity nodes can be

projected. A complex multi-directional regional migration pattern is in prospect. This is

evidenced by the rapid growth of rural villages, mainly the fast urbanizing

tribal/district/municipal capitals of Molepolole, Mochudi, Kanye, Ramotswa, and the

town of Lobatse (Table. 3) and (Map 2). These centres fall within the 20km to 60km

commutersheds of the GMA as a whole. Already within the Kgatleng District Council,

the urbanized villages of Bokaa, Morwa, Pilane and Rasesa have coalesced with the tribal
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capital of Mochudi. This has resulted in the formation of a new unique micro-

metropolitan region, which we can refer to as the Mochudi Metropolitan Area (MMA),

comprising mainly traditional settlements. This micro-metropolitan area is mainly located

within 10km to the north of the cunent Gaborone City boundary (Map 2). With unlimited

land supply in the Kgatleng District as compared to Gaborone, it is possible that the

MMA could coalesce with the GMA by the year 2027, when the population of the GGCR

is projected to reach over 1.3million people (Table 3).

All in all, this growth scenario is creating a regional settlement structure within the South

Eastern Region which can be categorized into three growth zones, namely: (a) the GMA,

forming the inner core zone; (b) the middle zone between the GMA and the limits of

GGCR where rapid growth is also occurring, mainly within the tribalidistrict/municipal

headquarters; (c) and the outer zone, beyond the current limits of GGCR, which comprise

mainly of small villages, the mining town of Jwaneng, and farming areas, where there is

little growth. It is the two inner growth zones which comprise the GGCR that need urgent

attention in strategizing future planning (Map 2). The tribal/district/rural municipal

headquarters, including Lobatse, are likely to develop as important new 'regional cities'

in themselves, in relation to the satellite settlements around them.

Based on Bryant and Coppack's (1991) urban field model, the current GGCR's

settlement system can be categorized as follows: (a) the core built-up area - comprising

Gaborone City; (b) the urban fringe - comprising peri-urban settlements of

Mogoditshane, Gabane, Metsimotlhabe, and Tlokweng; (c) the 'urban shadow-rural
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hinterland' - comprising the town of Lobatse and urbanized traditional towns of

Mochudi, Molepolole, Ramotswa and Kanye (Map 2). This categorization indeed reveals

a highly urbanized city-region. The schematic concept of the Greater Gaborone Census

Metropolitan Area (GGCMA) can be presented as in Fig. 12, which is based on Canada's

CMA concept.

Fig. 12: Schematic Concept of the Present (2006) GGCR in
(Canadian) Census Metropolitan Area Terms

Source: Sechele (2006)

The Gaborone Development Plan (1997-202I) predicts that the remaining land (mainly

under freehold) within the city's boundary would only cater for the city's growth until the

year 2021. This means that future growth beyond 2021 would have to occur outside the

(Molçpolûle) T
I
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current city limits. But it is important to note that settlements falling outwith Gaborone

will have also experienced some phenomenal growth by this time. Already, the

urbanizing villages of Oodi and Matebeleng (including the small settlement of

Mmamashia) in Kgatleng District and Kumakwane in the Kweneng District appear soon

to be incorporated within the GMA (Map 2). What is therefore occurring is the Greater

Gaborone City-Region continuing to evolve with the inner metropolitan GMA growing at

a reduced rate, but expanding to encompass nearby urbanizing villages, and the imminent

formation of new 'regional cities' focused on Lobatse, Kanye, Molepolole, Ramotswa

and Mochudi. The logical conclusion of this growth scenario will be the formation of a

polycentric/polynuclear city-region of over l.3million people as per fhe 2027 population

projections (Table 3).

In addition to the four factors articulated earlier (Section 4.6) which have led to rapid

urbanization in Botswana, Gwebu3 states that population growth within the Greater

Gaborone City-Region can also be attributed in part to the 1998 National Settlement

Policy's (NSP) goal of addressing urban bias in development. This has led to a

continuing increase in investment in infrastructure and social services in all primary,

secondary and tertiary centres within the city-region. Public investment in the

construction of new roads in the city-region and the dualizingltwinning of trunk roads

leading out of the GMA towards the tribal/district/municipal headquarters has also been a

contributing factor (Map 7). The diminishing developable land supply within the

Gaborone city jurisdiction, the absence of property taxes/rates in rural municipalities

(Wunsch 1998, Mosha 2004) and virtually free communal land in tribal territories
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(Kalabamu and Morolong 2004), also appear to be catapulting the city-region into Stage

Four. This development might result in the city-region reaching Stage Four sooner than

2027. However, it has to be noted that the population at which the development of the

GGCR from Stage Three to Four is happening is no way the same as in North America,

Europe or any other part of the world where massive population is involved. I am talking

here about a population which is only currently around half a million, whereas in other

parts of Sub Saharan Africa, and the rest of the world, a city-region population may

number in the millions of people.

The evolution of the Greater Gaborone City-Regions suggests that the "stages

development theory" has been useful in its understanding and as such could be perceived

to be relevant and not too western or first-world for application in Botswana or

developing countries. The main issue of contention could then be the relevance of the

five global forces mentioned under Section 3.3 which underpinned the evolution of the

city-region in North America and Europe. This poses two questions: Did these forces

underpin the evolution of the GGCR? Would new city-regionalism be relevant as a

planning and goveming strategy for the GGCR? Relating to the first question, it could be

argued that these forces did underpin the evolution of the GGCR, meaning it was not just

a matter of sizelscale and growth rates which mattered more than the "stages". The

degree of influence may not have been of the same scale - it may have been at a lesser

scale in the case of Botswana as it is still a developing country. In this case, the new city-

regionalism would therefore be relevant as a planning and governing strategy for the

GGCR. This is because the new city-regionalism perspective is more associated with a
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network/complexity evolution, rather than a constrained hierarchical development. It is

less linear and more dynamic or spiral in character (Wallis 1994b, I994c, 2002).

However, is the character and form of the GGCR completely different from the character

and form of other city-regions in North-America and Europe?

4.9 Character and form of the Greater Gaborone City-Region

Based on how the GGCR is continuing to evolve, its character and form can therefore be

summarized as follows:

(a) Growth is characterizedby a pull-push process. Initial population growth and
activity was first skewed towards Gaborone, but is now progressively being
attracted mainly to the outlying primary and secondary centers (Map 2).

(b) Population density thins out from the GMA towards the periphery, but
Gaborone as the core centre commands a small population (34%) compared to
the combined population of settlements within the GGCR. This raises the
prospect that at some stage Gaborone would be out-weighed by emerging
primary centres in terms of economic activity and political power, when/if
combined. This might lead to possible decline in the core city centre, as has
been the case in city-regions in North-America.

(c) Nucleated centres are maturing around the outlying primary centres, e.g. the
emergence of the Mochudi Metropolitan Area and Molepolole continuing to
establish itself as a regional centre for settlements in Kweneng. This pattern is
continuing to sustain a rapid urbanization process.

(d) The GGCR is still at present essentially a monocentric/mononuclear city-
region, but, it appears it might well develop as a polycentric/polynuclear city-
region in the near future, when centres such as Mochudi, Lobatse, Molepolole,
Kanye and Ramotswa become established as powerful regional centres.

(e) The emerging Gaborone Metropolitan Area transportation system seems to be

fueling the urban growth process, but with differential spatial effects.
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Source: Sechele (1996). (From Gaborone Trunk Roads Study 1994)
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(f) The outlying primary centres seem to be acting as focal centres of
employment for both blue and white collar jobs, but Gaborone still appears to
be commanding a lead in this respect. However, this might change in the
future when outlying primary centres mature into strong regional centres, thus
resulting in a more evenly distributed economic activity pattem throughout the
GGCR. This would then result in a complex commuting pattern.

(g) Spatial growth of the GMA (including Gaborone) zone is skewed towards the
north and west of the GGCR. This is because of physical constraints on the
south (hills and Gaborone dam) and limited land supply on the Batlokwa and
Balete tribal tenitories to the east and south respectively.

What are the main convergences and divergences in terms of the GGCR, when compared

to city-regions in North-America? By and large, the above characteristics of the GGCR

reflect a similar trend and pattern with the development of city-regions in North-America,

at least in terms of their Stage Three monocentric form. The divergences that can be

pointed out are as follows:

(a) Urban growth of the core metropolitan area is skewed towards only two
directions (north and south), instead of being full radial/circular as is more the
norm.

(b) Land ownership around the core city is held under more than one form (tribal
and freehold). In the case of core cities in most North-American city-regions
land is usually free hold.

(c) Tribal land ownership around the core city, though administered by a specific
authority (Land Board), is entrenched within tribal administration (Bogosi) or
tied to the rights of the tribes who own it. This appears to be complicating its
acquisition for incorporation into the core city, for political reasons.

(d) Tied to point (c) above, the peri-urban settlements surrounding the core city,
though falling within specific municipalities, are under the traditional
authority of the Chief (Kgosi) by way of territorial ownership. And though
now urbanized, people in these settlements still subscribe to traditional
customs by way of lifestyles. Batlokwa for instance still bury their loved ones
within their homestead. Some people still keep small live-stock within the
peri-urban villages. This, it appears, would make the
consolidation/annexation/amalgamation of peri-urban villages into the core
city avery thorny issue.
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(e) There is more than one local authority, i.e. DistrictÂJrban Councils, Tribal
Land Boards, Tribal Administration (Bogosi), and District Administration,
which by custom and practice work closely together in development matters.
All these would have to be considered in any city-region strategizing
regarding planning and governing frameworks.

(Ð The core city does not command an increasing population proportion - more
the reverse - and it appears this trend will hold, or be accentuated, into the
future. This would render it less significant in terms of political and economic
clout in the future, in relation to the combined political and economic clout of
the outlying tribal/district/municipal headquarters (assuming this combined
clout can be achieved in practice).

(g) The GGCR is still at a metropolitan development stage, where coordination in
the provision of physical infrastructure and provision of social services for
efficiency and effectiveness reasons is of paramount importance. This is not
simply a "systems maintenance" kind of situation. Rather, there is a need for
inter-municipal infrastructure and social services coordination, within a

system change context, if not system transformation.

Taking these seven divergences into consideration, the main questions are: What do these

divergences really mean in terms of the uniqueness of the GGCR? V/ould a wholesale

adoption of either old city-regionalism or ne\ry city-regionalism provide a conducive

environment for strategizing future planning in the GGCR? V/ould stakeholders in the

GGCR want to adopt a system which would allow them to c.;aft a custom-designed

regional planning and governing framework, with more creativity, to suit local history

and conditions? These important questions need answers which would have to take into

consideration not only the unique history and character of the GGCR, but how the

Greater Gaborone City-Region has been planned in the past, and might continue to be

planned in the future? Before I attempt to answer these questions, it is important to

provide a brief overview of regional planning in Botswana in the next sub-section.
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4.10 Regional Planning in Botswana: An Overview

The practice of "regional planning" in Botswana has so far been confined within the

context of sub-national spatial units, that is, at the "Districts level" (Map 3). As earlier

indicated, the central administration of Botswana was 'district-ized' as opposed to

"regíonalized". And since municipal boundaries often follow District boundaries, what is

referred to as a "region" in this context, is what can be referred to as a "supra/mega-

municipality" or a 'district of districts'. Even though some "mega-municipalities" are

divided into Sub Districts and Sub Municipalities (Sub District Councils) - they still fall

under one local government administration. Thus this kind of 'regional planning' can be

referred to as "supra-local planning" as it does not involve inter-municipal efforts.

'Regional planning' at this level has been undertaken in two ways, namely, the

preparation of District/Sub District Settlement Strategies (DSS) and Integrated District

Land Use Plans (IDLUPs) (GoB 2004b).

"The District Settlement Strategies (DSS) aÍe an elaboration of the NSP at the
regional level. Together with the District Development Plans which are mostly
economic in nature, they tend to outline proposals for government spending."
(GoB 2004b:24).

"An Integrated District Land Use Plan (IDLUP) is a plan which deals with spatial
aspects and potentials for social and economic development of a district or part of
a district based on its land and soil suitability and capability....The IDLUP serves
two goals: first to protect people and properfy from natural and man-made hazards
and second, to protect and maintain important natural and man-made values."
(GoB 2004b:25).

These strategies/plans thus deal solely with the treatment of strategic issues and pressing

planning problems of urban and rural districts, or parts thereof. Even though in some

cases they cover tenitory which may encompass an urban district, there is very little

inter-governmental cooperation. This is because their main goal is to guide national
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government spending and use of land by authorities within their respective territories.

Also, there are no inter-municipal structures in place to deal with cross-border municipal

issues. Consultation between local authorities is encouraged on an ad hoc basis where an

inter-municipal issue arises.

The latest practice of regional planning in Botswana, which covers a number of urban

and rural districts, and is at a much larger scale, involves the preparation of Regional

Master Plans (RMP). This kind of planning was introduced following the approval of the

1998 NSP. The approval of the NSP led to the planning "regionalization" of Botswana

into four "Planning Regions" (GoB 1998). RMPs a.re now being prepared for each region.

The first one, prepared in 2000, was the Western Region Master Plan. The second one,

which is the latest (still under preparation) and related to our case study region, is the

South Eastern Region Master Plan (SERMP) (2003-2027). A Report of Survey and Draft

Master Plan Proposals were completed by August 2004. V/e will discuss the SERMP in a

more detail as it affects the GGCR in the next section. RMPs serve to address socio-

economic disparities between national regions and the physical environmental problems

of growing urban areas within each region (GoB 2004b).

"They provide an overall framework for all district settlement and local plans
setting general direction for district and settlement development, infrastructure
and social services provision, economic/financial requirements and appropriate
land utilization." (GoB 2004b:23).

As indicated earlier, their main goal is to guide central government spending and use of

land by local authorities within their respective tenitories. There is no inter-municipal

cooperation that emanates from them. This is because there are currently no structures in
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place meant to realize this. In recognition of this administrative vacuum, the SERMP has

recommended the establishment of a regional government headed by a Regional

Commissioner (GoB 2004a). The practice of regional planning in this sense is therefore a

top-down approach from a national planning perspective, rather than a bottom-up

approach from a city-region planning perspective.

Regional planning in Botswana's "planning regions" was adopted for the following three

maln reasons:

"(i) for effective planning, administration, equitable provision and maintenance of
infrastructure and services as well as decentralisation of decisions;
(ii) as a framework to guide and encourage equitable distribution of investment in
order to achieve balanced development across the country; and
(iii) to promote a three tier hierarchical system of primary, secondary and teniary
centres into which settlements are categorized in terms of population size,
administrative and economic functions." (GoB 2004a:0I).

But what has led to this situation? Post-independence local government in Botswana

suffered the same problems of centralization of power at the upper level of government as

was the case elsewhere in Africa. This centralization of political power translated into

every aspect of local government being controlled and supervised from the centre

(Wunsch 1998, Mosha 2002, Dipholo and Mothusi 2005). Such control and supervision

includes, among others, key decisions regarding: (a) local staff,rng and training; (b)

budgeting and spending; (c) planning (economic and physical); and (d) ensuring

compliance with national policies and priorities (Wunsch 1998, GoB 200Ic, Mosha

2002). Some decentralization has however been attempted since the 1970s (Wunsch

1998), but "experience of this decentralization to-date is however slow." (Mosha

2002:55). The decentrahzation process has also been criticized as a rather "reluctant
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process" because central goveffiment's support is only visible in the form of capacity-

building (Dipholo and Mothusi 2005). Mosha (2002) argues that the kind of

decentralization being pursued is in the form of decongestion of functions as opposed to

full autonomy or devolution.

"While promoting decentralisation, the government maintains that it manages the
economy and in doing so must control investment, promote growth and curb
inflation, and plan the orderly development of services." (Dipholo and Mothusi
2005:50).

The Venson Commission also noted problems with the decentralization process

"...the decentralisation efforts are frustrated because other than the 1993
Decentralisation Policy Paper and Action Plan...there appears to be no overall
Government Decentralisation Policy. (GoB 2001 c:l 43).

With Regional Planning now overviewed, the next question is - how has centralízation

impacted the planning and governing of the GGCR? The answers to this question form

part of the examination of how the GGCR has been, and continues to be, planned and

governed, an issue I next turn to.

4.ll Planning and Governing the Greater Gaborone City-Region

The Greater Gaborone City-Region entity observed for the purpose of this study can be

said to have experienced some "regional plaruring" experiments in the past which did not

involve the GGCR as a whole, but simply some parts thereof. These experiments would

be: (a) the District Settlement Strategies; (b) land use planning within the Gaborone

Metropolitan Area; and (c) Transportation Studies within the GMA. To these we can add

the fourth latest planning initiative in the form of, (d) the Regional Master Plan

mentioned in Section 4.10. The first, second and fourth planning initiatives were
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undertaken at the central government level by the Department of Town and Regional

Planning (DTRP), whereas the third initiative was also undertaken at central government

level by the Department of Roads. District Settlement Strategies have always been

prepared for each District, that is: Kgatleng, Kweneng, Southern and South-East districts

- all of which now comprise the SER. The urban districts of Lobatse and Gaborone are

always included under the South-East District (of the South East Region) for strategic

planning purposes.

An approach to metropolitan planning began to emerge in the early 1990s. This was in

response to the rapid growth of Gaborone and increasing urbanization trends within the

peri-urban villages of Mogoditshane, Gabane, Tlokweng, and Metsimotlhabe (GoB

1994). The GMA (officially referred to as the Greater Gaborone Planning Area) was

therefore created for planning purposes only, mainly to help curb uncontrolled

development. It has no administrative structures for planning implementation (Fig. 13),

nor does it serve any official statistical purposes. The growth of these villages was

occurring in an uncontrolled manner, against the backdrop of no guidance from

development plans. As a result DTRP prepared the Greater Gaborone Structure Plan

(lgg4-2014) in 1994 to serve as a guide (Map l). The principal aim of the Greater

Gaborone Structure Plan (GGSP) was to:

"...provide a planning document which expresses in clear terms the policies and
objectives which will guide and shape future growth and development within the
planning aÍea." (GoB 1994:03).
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The preparation of the GGSP (1994-2014) was a legal requirement under the Town and

Country Planning Act (Cap 32:09) 1977. This followed the declaration of the "Greater

Gaborone Planning Area" first in 1984 (Statutory Instrument No. 143 of 1934) which

included Gaborone and the villages of Mogoditshane and Tlokweng in the Kweneng and

South-East Districts respectively. The planning area was extended in 1992 to now include

all the peri-urban villages surrounding Gaborone, as earlier indicated (GoB 1994). Owing

to continuing growth of the GMA, it is likely that the current Greater Gaborone Planning

Area boundary will be extended further over the next l0 to 20 years.

The precursor to the GGSP (1994-2014) was the 1977 Gaborone Growth Study which

had indicated the possibility of accommodating the growth of Gaborone outside of its

boundary in the tribal tenitories. Thought not, and seemingly never likely to be, officially

approved, the plan had until recently continued to form the basis of guidance in

subdivision approvals in the peri-urban areas of Mogoditshane, Gabane, Tlokweng,

Metsimotlhabe and Mmopane by their respective municipalities (GoB 1994, Mosha 1996,

Sechele 1996). DTRP, in conjunction with the Kweneng and South-East District

Councils, have recently prepared settlement development plans for these peri-urban areas

covering their builrup area as well as the surrounding countryside (GoB 2001,2003a).

Just how was the GGSP (1994-2014) to be implemented? As explained there are no inter-

municipal or metropolitan institutional structures with development oversight within the

GMA. By virtue of all subdivision plans having to be referred by their respective

municipalities to the Town and Country Planning Board (TCPB) for approval, as per
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Section 31(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act (Cap 32:09) 1977, it basically

means that the TCPB is de focto in charge of the GGSP implementation (GoB 1977).

This indirect role ensured that orderly development continued within the GMA, at least in

terms of land use planning matters. However, as regards infrastructure services within the

GMA and the remainder of the GGCR, this still remains in limbo. Some

developments/projects of a regional nature are undertaken or coordinated by central

government departments, quasi-autonomous government agencies and a few non-profit

organizations. There are some which could be coordinated at a regional level among

municipalities, but this has never been the case.

Examples of central government or government agency coordination of regional

infrastructure developments, among others, include: (a) the dualizingltwinning of the Al

Road between Mochudi and Gaborone by the Department of Roads; (b) sewer

reticulation project connecting Tlokweng and Mogoditshane to the Gaborone sewerage

network by Ministry of Local Government; and (c) the inclusion of Lobatse, and some

villages in Kweneng, South-East, and Kgatleng Districts within the Greater Gaborone

Waterworks by the Water Utilities Corporation (GoB 2001, 2003, 2004a). The

development of a regional landfill facility within the Kweneng District Council (KDC) to

cater for Gaborone, Tlokweng, Molepolole, Mogoditshane, and some villages within

Kweneng is another example (KDC 2002). This project is not the brainchild of the

affected municipalities, but has rather been initiated - and is coordinated centrally - by the

Department of Sanitation and Waste Management (DSWM). Regional transit is regulated

by the Department of Transport and Road Safety (DTRS) by way of assigning privately
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operated mini-bus and taxi routes within Gaborone, and also connecting Gaborone with

the surrounding villages (GoB 2004a).

Recently, some non-profit organizations have been engaged in regional projects.

Somarelang Tikologo - Environment Watch Botswana (ST-EWB) for instance, has

developed an environmental vision for the GMA. The main goal of the vision is to

improve,

"the environmental quality of Greater Gaborone for her users through more
environmentally sensitive, sustainable and participatory urban planning and
development." (ST-EWB 2001 :0 1).

Somørelang Tikologo 's initiative attests to our observation above that the private sector

and non-governmental organizations are increasingly demanding a stake in city-region

governance, and in some cases are taking the lead in tackling issues and challenges. The

Greater Gaborone City-Region is therefore no exception to this. However, the civil

society appears underdeveloped in the GGCR when compared with North American city-

regions. This underdevelopment could be attributed to lack of financial resources to allow

it to execute its mission. This unhealthy situation could impede the emergence of a strong

city-region governance system, unless the civil society receives particular attention in

terms of capacity building. Capacity building could include financial donations and

logistical support from both the public and private sectors.

An example of a project which could be coordinated at a regional level between various

bodies (municipalities, quasi-autonomous government agencies and private developers)

includes the ongoing Botswana Housing Corporation's Gaborone West Block 7 land
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servicing and housing project. The project involves the construction of I,467 homes and

twinning a road (between Blocks 6 &, 7 - Fig. 14) connecting Gaborone with

Mogoditshane. The road has only been doubled up-to the boundary of Mogoditshane

(Kweneng) and Gaborone. This project is going to result in traffic congestion on the

Mogoditshane side until the road on that side is also widened. A similar situation is also

occurring between Tlokweng and Gaborone, where a new shopping mall led to the

widening of the only major road (Zeerust Road) connecting the two, being widened only

on the Gaborone side up to the bridge (Fig 15),

Fig. 14: The Zeerust Road-Notwane River Bridge (Tlokweng-Gaborone Boundary)

Source: Sechele (2006)

The third regional planning experiment in the Greater Gaborone City-Region has

involved the undertaking of transportation studies within the GMA by the central
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Department of Roads. These studies have continued to inform mainly Gaborone City and

the Department of Roads in upgrading trunk roads falling within their jurisdictions. All

gazetted national/inter-municipal primary roads passing through Gaborone fall under the

Department of Road's jurisdiction; hence they do not raise the need for inter-municipal

cooperation, except for secondary roads.

Fig. 15: New Block 7 Road Termination at Gaborone-Mogoditshane Boundary

Source: Sechele (2006)

The first study was undertaken in 1994 (Sechele 1996). The latest study prepared in2004

reveals a congested morning and afternoon peak hour regional road network (GoB

2004c). Though the traffic volumes include both regional and national traffic, it is to a
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large extent reflective of the city-region's population distribution and density as shown

on Fig 11.

The fourth regional planning experiment in the Greater Gaborone City-Region involves

the current preparation of the South Eastern Region Master Plan (SERMP) (2003-2027)

for the South Eastern Region by the Department of Town and Regional Planning. The

main goal of the SERMP is to "...have in place a uniffing single document that will

promote economic growth and maintain sustainable development in the region over a

long term horizon of 24 years." (GoB 2004a:06). The plan's scope is therefore at the

level of sub-national space; hence it cannot be said to specifically and adequately address

economic, social and ecological problems and challenges in the GGCR. However, its

policies, proposals and strategies will have a profound impact on the GGCR. This is

because the plan is proposing a "Growth Point Strategy" which is focused almost on the

entire GGCR as defined for the purpose of this study (Map 2). The SERMP's reference to

o'Greater Gaborone" is with regard to the Gaborone Metropolitan Area, or the Greater

Gaborone Planning Area as officially known (Map 1). Planning at this level also suffers

from an administrative vacuum in terms of implementation (Fig. l3).

"The broad strategy underpinning the SERMP is a fine blend between the policies
of Industrial Location and Labour Migration strategies. It is reckoned that most
industries will locate in the Greater Gaborone area; the Mochudi conurbations; the
primary centres of Molepolole, Kanye, Mochudi, Ramotswa, Thamaga, Moshupa,
Jwaneng, Gabane, Lobatse and the secondary centres of Letlhakeng, Good Hope,
Mabutsane, Kopong, Metsimotlhabe, Mmankgodi, Mmopane, Mmathethe,
Lotlhakane East, Mmathubudukwane, Artesia, Maokane and Molapowabojang.
This will be tantamount to taking "work to the workers" where most of the
region's population is concentrated." (GoB 2004d:05).
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All the above centres, except for Jwaneng, and the secondary centres of Letlhakeng,

Good Hope, Mabutsane, Mmathethe, Artesia, and Maokane fall within the GGCR as

defined in this study.

The justification for treating the Greater Gaborone Cify-Region as an emerging city-

region needing a separate urgent planning initiative is based on the observation that the

GGCR as a whole is experiencing, and will in future continue to experience, an increase

in the following problems and challenges, namely: (a) cross-border negative externalities;

(b) the negative effects of urban sprawl; (c) lack of efficient and effective

coordinatior/collaboration in the provision of public goods and services; and (d) regional

equity issues in the distribution of public resources. What then can be concluded about

the relationship befween planning and governing and the character thereof in the Greater

Gaborone City-Region? Has the emerging city-region reflected such a relationship, if

indeed it exists?

4,12 Relating Planning and Governing in the Greater Gaborone City-Region.

Finding answers to these questions returns me to the understanding I assumed, that a city-

region is an organism, a mental construct, an idea, a model or an ecosystem which can

appeü at a given time, establish itself and continue to evolve or transform. This evolution

or transformation is reflected in (Fig. 16). Fig. 16 indicates the commensurate planning

and governing responses that might evolve to align with the evolving notion of a city-

region.
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I have established how the Greater Gaborone City-Region started to emerge with

Gaborone city establishing itself as a regional city in the 1970s. This led to the Gaborone

Growth Study of 1977 seeking to entertain some wider-area regional planning. A

metropolitan region subsequently evolved in the 1980s comprising Gaborone city and its

peri-urban villages. A response to this new developmental stage was more of a

metropolitan regional planning approach. This was a top-down approach, which lacked

political backing, by way of an institutional framework to actualize it (Fig. 16) (GoB

1994). The metropolitan region form is continuing to mature, but still within this

institutional framework vacuum. The continuation of this vacuum will perpetuate a

planning response which can at best be characterized as weak and disjointed.

The importance of making a relationship between the emerging city-region and its

planning and governing is also evident in the on-going transformation or evolution of the

metropolitan region stage into a city-region stage. There is currently the need for a

commensurate planning and governing response, to align with the emerging new stage.

As indicated above, the Greater Gaborone City-Region is projected to host a population

of over l.3million people by 2027 (GoB 2004d). The average distances between outlying

centres and the new regional cities which would not have coalesced by then, is estimated

to be around 20km - manifesting a very densely populated city-region indeed. What

planning and governing trajectories can the GGCR consider to better manage this future,

in the context of a twenty-first century globalized world village?
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4.13 Future Planning and Governing Trajectories

The consideration of planning and governing trajectories for the GGCR is made against

the following assumptions and considerations. Firstly, Botswana's political background is

different from other Sub Saharan African countries. While Botswana shares some similar

experiences with other Sub Saharan African countries regarding problems experienced by

local governments, such as centralization of power and lack of autonomy, the situation in

Botswana is somewhat different. Batswana are historically known as peace-loving

people. Tswana-speaking tribes have continued to harmoniously co-exist with and be

accommodative of, non-tswana-speaking tribes during the pre-colonial, colonial and post-

colonial periods. Tribal territories, villages and towns/cities in Botswana comprise

members of different tribes and races - all living in peace and tranquility with one

another. Also, there was no liberation struggle, civil war or tribal conflicts during the

colonial and post-independence periods. Against this background, the possibility of inter-

municipal cooperation initiatives precipitating tribal conflicts, and city-regionalism being

perceived as a threat to national unity, seems remote. This is also allowing for the fact

that municipal boundaries in Botswana, in most cases, tend to follow tribal territorial

boundaries. Governance approaches under new city-regionalism would therefore further

cement the peace and tranquility that have continued to reign for decades.

Secondly, Botswana has since independence remained a shining example as "an oasis of

democracy" on the African continent (Sen 1999). Peaceful multi-party elections have

always been held quinquennially since 1965 resulting in the return of the Botswana

Democratic Parfy (BDP) to power. Though power is still to some extent centralized,
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central government is pursuing a decentralization policy which aims to give

municipalities a greater say in running their affairs. It is hoped that the ongoing

decentralization-cum-decongestion process would translate into more local government

autonomy in pursuit of the letter and sprit of Botswana's Vision 2016. Vision 2016 is a

twenty year (1996-2016) horizon "national manifesto" for the people of Botswana which,

among its five long-term goals, calls for a "prosperous, productive and innovatíve

nation" antd aî"open, democratic and accountable nation " (GoB 1996). These two goals

in particular will specifically remain very critical in charting the future of the Greater

Gaborone City-Region.

The importance of democracy can not be overemphasized in this process. Sen(1999:10)

defines democracy not only as encapsulating multipartyism and majority rule, but that it

also among others "requires the protection of liberties and freedoms, respect for legal

entitlements, and the guaranteeing of free discussion and uncensored distribution of news

and fair comment." This can translate in building the capacities of communities through

governance approaches in the GGCR to engage in an effective open dialogue on what we

have already referred to as "common placemaking on a grand scale"s, by devising a

common shared vision which could promote social justice, economic prosperity, and

ecological sustainability (Wight 1999, Sen 1999). The vision may lead to the formulation

of policies which could counter the current urban bias in development in the GGCR, thus

achieving a more even development of the city-region than might occur if 'market' forces

were left to prevail unconstrained. This could be seen as resuscitating the original

emergence of regional planning as a public and intellectual response-led "movement"

t A "community of communities" or "village of villages" in a larger 'global village'
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which was not constrained by the notion of government as it later became. It could also

make the old regionalist notion of "work-place-folk" more of a reality in the Greater

Gaborone City-Region (Hodge and Robinson 2001).

Thirdly, the issue of lack of financial resources to support planning at a city-region level

would seem not to be an issue. This is because, by world economic standards, Botswana

with a population of about l.Tmillion (2001) and a GDP per capita of $US3,5326, ranks

well in the middle-income category. The country is also well known for good fiscal

management and prudence. It would therefore be in a good position to financially support

the only major city.¡"tiott in the country. Against this solid political and economic

background, Botswana could set a good example in Sub Saharan Africa by experimenting

with city-region planning and governance. This would be in tune with the ideals of the

"African Renaissance" which is a clarion call for Africans themselves to "find solutions

to Africa's problems and challenges [economic, environmental/ecological, social, and

political], to open the African door to the world of knowledge, to elevate Africa's place

within the universe..." (Mbeki 1998).

As can be seen above, Botswana is a fast urbanizing, growing and developing country.

The fast maturing metropolitan part of the GGCR is thus caught up in a situation where

there is a great need for inter-municipal cooperation in land use planning, and in the more

efficient and effective provision of infrastructure and social services. The GGCR as a

whole is faced with the challenge of taking its place, at least within the Sub Saharan

6 http://www.heritage.org/research/features/index/countrv.cfm?id:Botswana
The Heritage Foundation/Wall Street Journal Index of Economic Freedom.
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Africa or Southern Africa context, if not within the entire global village, and work

towards achieving economic competitiveness, regional equity in the distribution of public

resources, and ecological sustainability.

In this endeavour, the city-region will be faced with the dilemma of choosing between

elements of old city-regionalism and new city-regionalism. This should be based on a

consideration of the city-region's unique history, existing local institutional framework,

current developmental stage of the region, the next imminent city-region stage, and other

aspects of socio-politico and socio-economic uniqueness. Should the GGCR adopt a

regional government or regional governance approach? I have already outlined the

general characteristics of old city-regionalism and new city-regionalism in Section 3.5.

These, together with the pros and cons of regional government and regional governance

discussed earlier in Section 3.5, form the basis of my consideration of strategizing future

planning and goveming in the GGCR. I hope that what ever approach is adopted by

stakeholders in the Greater Gaborone City-Region will be guided by the quest to achieve

a "prosperous, productive and innovative ciÍy-region" and an "open, democratic and

accountabl e c ity-r e gion. "

What will be the advantages and disadvantages of city-region government or city-region

governance for the GGCR? These would possibly be similar to those initially

summarized in Fig 10, and now summarized below with the GGCR in mind (Fig. 17):

The adoption of a new city-regionalism approach would have far-reaching legal and

institutional implications on the planning and governing status quo; it would require
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major changes. The legal implications may entail the revision of both the DistrictT and

Urban Councils Acts to allow municipalities to, among others, enter into partnerships,

undertake joint strategic planning and joint bidding in development projects and service

provision with a regional dimension, and allow municipal-private/non-profilquasi-

autonomous sector partnerships. Currently, these Acts only allow municipalities to

contracltender-out services to the private sector e.g. solid waste disposal, construction

works, etc. This may result in the creation of new "city-region governance institutions"

which would technically introduce a new level of planning i.e. city-region planning,

between the current local government and regional planning levels.

If this occurs, it would mean central government would also have to adopt a new

approach in national economic planning with respect to the GGCR. This would entail,

among others, honouring the GGCR Regional Strategic Plan or Vision, funding inter-

municipal joint projects and municipal-private/non-profilquasi-autonomous sector joint

ventures in development projects, which central government would still otherwise fund

under the status quo. The success of these responses would require underpinning by

central government's increased and meaningful decentrali zationinitiatives, which would

have to be backed by an over-arching national policy commitment.

7 Local Government (District Councils) Cap 40:01
8 Townships Cap 40:02.
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Characteristics
Key City-Region Government City-Region Governance

Advantase Disadvantage Advantage Disadvantase
Political
Legitimacy

Strong
representation of
all District &
Urban Councils.

Representation
excludes private
sector (e.g.
BOCCIM) & non-
profrt sector (.e.g.
BOCONGO,
Somarelang
Tikologo).

Strong
representation of
all Local
Authorities
(Council, Land
Board, Tribal
Administration &
District
Administration),
private and non-
profit sectors.

Voluntary
participation of
stakeholders is
susceptible to
secessionist
tendencies.

Political
Autonomy

Autonomy from
central
govemment, line
Ministries,
Departments and
constituent local
government.

Suffers local
recognition.
Continued
decenhalization
might weaken it.

Autonomy rests
with constituent
participants.
Strong local
recognition. Free
from political
interference.

Equal partnership
means no higher
authorþ to
resolve impasse.
Gridlocks may
impede
implementation
capacity.

Political
Authority

Firm political
implementation
capacity.

Requires
establishment of a

Regional Council
which may face
strong local
political resistance
and prone to
conflict of power.

Regional Council
not required; hence
less prone to
conflict of power.

Lacks firm
political
implementation
capacity

Territorial
Coverage /
Service
Jurisdiction

Wider functional
regional coverage
& services to the
GGCR.

Area wide
coverage limits
competition
between Councils.

Coverage of whole
or part of GGCR
based on agreed
service areas.
Partial coverage
encourages
competition among
Councils.

Partial coverage of
GGCR may result
in poor service
delivery in some
areas at regional
level.

Fig. 17: GGCR- Pros and Cons of City-Region Government & City-Region Governance

Source: Adapted from Lefevre (1998), Nonis (2001), Frisken and Norris (2001)
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4.14 ConcludingRemarks

V/hile there are elements of commonality in the evolution of the Greater Gaborone City-

Region when compared against the theoretical underpinnings of the evolution of city-

regions in general, the GGCR has evolved, and continues to evolve, in a comparatively

unique way. Theoretical commonalities can be observed in the formation of a regional

city which subsequently metamorphosed into a metropolitan region, and the metropolitan

region (it is anticipated) finally developing into a city-region. Most metropolitan parts of

city-regions have a concentric, multi-nodal, linear or dispersed spatial form (Bryarrt et al

1982). The GGCR's metropolitan part (GMA) has however taken on a somewhat semi-

concentric form. This built form appears to have been influenced by the shortage of land

and the proximity of the Botswana-South Africa border on the eastem side of Gaborone.

Thus, the city-region will also likely take on this pattern (Map 2).

The GMA has so far not been assigned the role of engine of the national economy, as has

been more the case with metropolitan regions in North-America and Europe. Instead

Gaborone alone, upon which the GGCR is focused, continues to play this role. This is

because of an urban bias in economic investment which has been to the detriment of rural

areas in Botswana. Thus, the peri-urban villages surrounding Gaborone and the emerging

'regional cities' in the periphery of the GMA, equally became victims of this bias. This

explains the great disparity in the provision of infrastructure and services between

Gaborone and the rest of the GGCR. But the GGCR, being the only major urban

conurbation in Botswana and in the national region within which it is located, will no

doubt sooner than later assume the role of not only being an important engine of the
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national economy, but at least play the same role within the Southern African- if not

within the whole Sub Saharan African context.

The relationship between the planning and governing of the Greater Gaborone City-

Region can best be characteÅzed as one consisting of disjointed planning and the

existence of a vacuum in terms of regional institutional arrangements to actualize city-

region planning. 'Why is this the case? The planning and governing of the Greater

Gaborone City-Region is no different from the planning and goveming of metropolitan

regions or city-regions in Sub Saharan Africa. There appears to be little metropolitan

planning and city-region planning, either within the framework of old city-regionalism or

new city'regionalism. Like other metropolitan regions in Sub Saharan Africa, the

planning and governing of the GGCR has continued to be centrally commanded, but in a

piece meal and disjointed fashion, by a central government department responsible for

urban and regional planning - DTRP.

The main reason that has led to this situation is the govemment's belief that it has to

control and manage the economy to achieve balanced national development; hence it has

to be accountable for the funds it disburses to local government. Centralized planning and

control, given limited national financial resources and the shortage of experienced

manpower at the local government level, was therefore seen as offering the best means to

achieve that goal. Also, the emergence of the now maturing Gaborone Metropolitan Area

is a recent phenomenon. It appears that central government was caught ofÊguard in terms

of the speed and scale at which it has occurred. This was also further compounded by a

still centralized planning and governing system which appeared not in a position to even
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consider a new level of planning or government/governance at the metropolitan region or

city-region level.

The rationale behind ensuring balanced national development has always remained noble

and unquestionable. It has to be remembered that when Botswana gained independence

40 years ago, there was basically no physical infrastructure and social services of much

consequence. However, the situation has changed remarkably. Botswana has graduated

from the category of poorest nations to a middle income country by world standards. The

country is now financially better off compared to other Sub Saharan African countries.

Local government in Botswana is now better positioned to run its own affairs, if given the

required resources. Thus there is no longer justification for so much centralization, as the

Venson Commission has also observed.

During the last two decades, the world has undergone tremendous economic and political

changes. V/e have moved from a political-economy system characterized by the concept

of the "nation state" within which economic activity was locked, to a political-economy

now characterized by the notion of "globalizatioÍt". Globalization, as earlier indicated,

has transformed city-regions from engines of national economic growth to engines of

global economic growth, and sites of technological innovation and competitiveness

around Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) by multinational corporations. It has also led to

discarding the belief that governments are the only role players in steering the economy,

providing services and taking care of the environment. There are now other role players

in the form of the private sector, non-profit organizations and local communities,
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increasingly being involved. In Botswana, the potential of these sectors to meaningfully

and collectively collaborate with all levels of government to steer the economy and

deliver services in their areas of specialization appears greatly untapped. Central and

municipal governments could for instance co-participate in voluntary works of these

sectors and even sponsor them financially or in kind to encourage them.

The above observations and conditions therefore amount to a strong case for a new

approach in planning and governing the Greater Gaborone City-Region as an entity.

There cannot be any meaningful planning in the absence of a commensurate institutional

arrangement to actualize it. The question for stakeholders in the GGCR is which

institutional framework can best work for the GGCR? 'We conclude that a new city-

regionalism base approach would provide the best framework for planning and goveming

the GGCR. A new-regionalism approach could even be desirable for planning and

governing all the foure "planning regions" of Botswana which also suffer the problem of

an "institutional vacuum". The regions were delineated for planning as opposed to

administrative purposes as earlier indicated. Unlike the old city-regionalism, new city-

regionalism does not interpose a new layer of "regional government" between existing

layers.

A new layer of a "regional government" has appeared politically undesirable in the last

decade; hence the indication of a move towards new city-regionalism, which allows for

the examination of local conditions or circumstances, which take into consideration the

unique history of a place as it has evolved. It allows for the creation of institutional

e Weste¡n Region, South Eastern Region, Eastem Region and Northern Region
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frameworks and solutions which are locally crafted and which reflect the interest of

stakeholders who would be affected by such frameworks and solutions. Whether such

final frameworks and solutions reflect some elements of old city-regionalism is not an

issue; the critical issue of importance lies with the process, flexibility, and potential

inherent in new city-regionalism to devise a "home-made" end-product with a strong and

broad local ownership.
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions

5.1 Study Findings: The Key Questions Revisited

Summarizing the findings of this study requires that I revisit the key research questions

which I set out to investigate guided by the study's theoretical framework. The main

findings of this study are as follows:

(a) There are theoretical commonalities in the evolution of city-regions i.e. first the
development of a city into a regional city, which then metamorphoses into a
metropolitan region, a city-region, and finally a citi-state or city-state. The form
of the first three stages take a mono/polycentric built form whereas the forth and
fifth stages take a multi/polycentric and network l0 /non-nucleated form
respectively. But in addition to these commonalities, each city-region is
influenced by an array of local forces which dictate the manner and form of its
evolution. These local forces finally dictate the character or the personality of the
city-region itself. This explains why the GGCR has evolved in a unique way with
a unique character.

(b) The city-region has emerged as a powerful and important site for global economic
growth and competitiveness, ecological planning, technological innovation, and
"community building on a grand regional scale".

(c) There is a relationship between city-region planning and governing. The changing
dynamics of planning as a public policy instrument is influenced by spatial
changes which themselves are influenced by socio-economic and socio-politico
forces. City-region planning is therefore one of the planning levels, an activity, a
process and public policy tool used to respond to a different spatial level that can
best be addressed by such a type and level of planning. Thus, city-region planning
was preceded by metropolitan planning which itself was preceded by town and
country planning and town/city planning. Each of these planning levels are
supported by commensurate institutional arrangements.

(d) New city-regionalism would provide the most desirable governing system
(governance) for planning city-regions in today's globalized world political
economy.

l0 Reflecting the 'network' character of new city-regionalism
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(e) The relationship between city-region planning and governing in the Greater
Gaborone City-Region can best be characterized as disjointed and reflective of a
vacuum in terms of an institutional framework. This explains why the Gaborone
City-Region has not so much been planned as having emerged. It is reflective of
socio-economic (resources) and socio-politico (centralization) local dictates,
which tend to be generally similar to those found in the rest of Sub Saharan Africa
at this time.

(f) New city-regionalism was a response to what is now "old" city-regionalism, or
alternatively called "metropolitan regionalism". The former and the latter
represent planning and governing frameworks, for city-regions and metropolitan
regions, respectively. These frameworks emerged at different times, reflecting
different socio-economic and socio-politico dictates.

(g) The new city-regionalism perspective is more associated with a
network/complexity evolution; it is less linear and more dynamic or spiral rather
in character unlike the old city-regionalism which is a constrained hierarchical
development.

(h) New city-regionalism does not totally discard old city-regionalism; it offers a new
approach to doing things, transcending and including earlier approaches; it is an
inclusive process which results in local ownership of the institutional end-product.

(i) New city-regionalism and old city-regionalism have different theoretical bases:
the 'new' form is more aligned with what Levin (1993) identifies as 'local
historical roots 'theory'; the 'old' form is more aligned with what Levin terms
'unifuing urban theories. The 'local historical roots 'theory' incorporates a strong
case for adopting new city-regionalism as the best planning and governing
framework for both metropolitan regions and city-regions in today's
circumstances. This is mainly because it offers the best environment for the
consideration of the unique local history of a place.

(j) A metropolitan region has been established and is fast maturing around the
GGCR's core capital Gaborone. This metropolitan region is now fast evolving
into a city-region.

(k) New city-regionalism would provide the best planning and goveming framework
for strategizingthe future of the Greater Gaborone City-Region.

(l) The current GGCR's settlement system can be categorized as: (a) the core built-
up area - comprising Gaborone City; (b) the urban fringe - comprising peri-urban
settlements of Mogoditshane, Gabane, Metsimotlhabe, and Tlokweng; (c) the
'urban shadow-rural hinterland' - comprising the town of Lobatse and urbanized
traditional towns of Mochudi, Molepolole, Ramotswa and Kanye.
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(m)The Greater Gaborone City-Regions is bedeviled with, and is unable to
adequately address, similar social, economic and environmental problems faced
by other city-regions in Sub Saharan Africa. This is due to the problems of
centralization of power, technical and financial capacity constraints.

(n) Though this study has not extensively critiqued the preparation of the South
Eastern and V/estern Region Master Plans, it would appear that they were
prepared within the spirit of "old regionalism". The government of Botswana
might wish to consider the merits of a "new regionalism" based approach; it may
be the best planning and governing approach in the era of globalization. The work
to date on Vy'estern and South Eastern Region Master Plans could still be viewed
as public sector led initiatives to entertain aspects of a new regionalism approach,
to carry these plans to their logical conclusion. They certainly contain valuable
information which could well inform a new regionalism approach to plan
implementation.

5.2 Study Implications: Looking Ahead

Cultures are always evolving. Today's needs differ from needs of past societies. The

scale at which today's cultural conditions impact on city-regions is not the same as the

scale that pertained decades ago. With population and urbanization continuing to

increase, city-regions are increasingly coming under pressure from new societal demands.

Old city-regionalism solutions which were employed just a few decades ago to address

city-region problems are not necessarily as applicable to managing the problems of

present-day city-regions. It is important to note that such solutions were not meant to be

applied willy-nilly to every city-region. This is because each city-region is a product of

cultural forces rooted in the evolution of local society. Solutions to contemporary city-

region problems and challenges demand to be "home-crafted".

The title of this practicum suggests an understanding that a city-region is a product of

complex evolutionary socio-economic and socio-politico processes or forces that rural

and urban settlements, led by a major city or cities within a given area, undergo in their
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life-cycle. The totality of these processes or forces manifests in social, economic and

environmental problems and challenges which ought to be addressed from a different

perspective than what is usually the norm in dealing with individual settlements, i.e.

shifting from a micro- to a macro-level perspective within the sub-national realm. This

understanding is paramount in that it calls on ordinary citizens, professionals, politicians

and the business community to be vigilant that the growth and development of each

settlement is not occurring in isolation from other settlements in its vicinity, but is part

and parcel of a complex system reflecting the notion of a city-region.

This evolutionary socio-economic growth process has a bearing on how communities,

planners, politicians and business address the future of their villages, town, and cities. If

such understanding is cultivated, it would be possible to recognize that a system of

settlements within a given area would at some stage of development metamorphose into a

city-region, and that a new level of macro-planning, as opposed to many micro-plaruring

approaches, would be needed to address the economic, social and environmental

problems and challenges. This study indicates that there is no way such a macro-planning

initiative could succeed without the support of a commensurate governing system in tune

with the socio-economic and socio-politico dictates of the day.

This practicum recognized a paradigm shift is required among communities, planners,

politicians and business, in how they perceive the growth, development and challenges of

their villages, towns and cities. This paradigm shift should translate into changes to

current institutional arrangements, legal frameworks, and general modus operandi in
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planning. In institutional terms this might demand the creation of quasi-autonomous

agencies which accommodate and tap on the capacities of both the private and non-profit

sectors. Such arrangements would have to be statutorily supported to lend them some

degree of legitimacy. The accommodation of the private and non-profit sectors as

stakeholders in planning would demand some departure from the often overly

bureaucratic planning processes characteristics of the public sector so as to reflect some

corporate elements derived from the private and non-profit sectors. This would have to be

done with the view to achieving efficiency, effectiveness and sustaining the interest of the

private and non-profit sectors which may wane overtime if not checked and encouraged.

But what implications are there specifically for the Greater Gaborone City-Region? As

earlier mentioned, this study has revealed that a metropolitan region has evolved and is

fast-maturing around the capital city Gaborone. This metropolitan region is now evolving

into a city-region, which is continuing to occur in the absence of any city-region-wide

institutional framework to guide planning and governing. It is desirable to devise such a

framework to guide planning in the Greater Gaborone City-Region. The onus to kick-

start the process to achieve this does not necessarily lie with either central or local

government, but rather with both, in association with the private and non-profit sectors,

including the communities in each municipality within the city-region. The study may

also inform the understanding and treatment of future emerging city-regions and new

approaches to regional planning, not only in Botswana, but in Sub Saharan Africa or the

developing world context generally.
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5.3 Study Recommendations: Required Action

Based on the practicum findings, the following recommendations are offered:

Boundary Adjustments and Policy Formulation - Imminent Interventions

(a) The settlements of Oodi, Matebeleng and Mmamashia in Kgatleng Districts
Council should be included in the GMA to allow coordination of land use
planning and infrastructure provision.

(b) The Ministry of Local Government should expedite, and committedly implement
an overarching Decentralization Policy. This, in addition to technical and
financial capacity building would allow municipalities within the GGCR to better
determine their own affairs and adequately address economic, social and
environmental problems within their jurisdictions. Decentralization is a necessary
precr¡rsor to any meaningful city-region governance within the GGCR.

(c) The Ministry of Lands and Housing should undertake a second phase of the
Accelerated Land Servicing Program (ALSP II) with the view to initially
favouring primary and secondary centres in the rural municipalities. ALSP III
could later be extended to tertiary centres. This would help emerging traditional
fast-urbanizing'regional cities' and towns within the GGCR to be attractive for
investment, thus helping to decongest Gaborone, which is already experiencing
land shortage. The move will also promote a competitive city-region with less
internal disparity.

(d) The Central Statistics Office (CSO) should adopt the notion of a City-Region
Statistical Area (CRSA) to aid planners, policy makers, investors, etc. in
understanding regional-scale urbanization, by relating the urban reality
(economic, social and geographic) of towns/cities with their wider sphere of
influence.

CiW-Reeion Buildine - Medium Term Interventions

(e) The Ministries of Lands and Housing in collaboration with the University of
Botswana should establish a Botswana Institute of City-Region Research
(BICRR) to undertake research on population dynamics, migration and travel
pattems between settlements and regions in Botswana, and to recommend
appropriate strategic interventions. The results will go a long way in providing
ready-to-use data on settlements and regions for urban and regional planning
purposes.
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(f) The Ministries of Local Govemment, Lands and Housing, Works and Transport,
and Finance and Development Planning should require Councils, government
departments and parastatal organizations to identi$ projects of regional
significance which could be coordinated during the National/District
Development Plan implementation process.

(g) Relevant government departments, Councils and public enterprises should support
private and non-profit sector initiated regional projects and participate in their
voluntary work.

Administrative Reorganizations - Renamine Government Departments/Agencies

(h) The cunent Greater Gaborone Planning Area (GGPA) should be referred to as the
Gaborone Metropolitan Area (GMA). The nomenclature "Greater Gaborone"
should then be the shortened reference to the Greater Gaborone City-Region
(GGCR), unless renamed otherwise in future.

(i) The Central Statistics Office should be renamed Statistics Botswana and be made
an autonomous body independent of the Ministry of Finance and Development
Planning. This would allow it to engage in in-depth research and information
dissemination like other autonomous Statistics bodies in other parts of the world.

Future Strateeizine - Long Term Interventions

O The Ministries of Lands and Housing, Local Government, Finance and
Development Planning, and Environment, Wildlife and Tourism, in association
with the Botswana Society, University of Botswana, Botswana Confederation of
Commerce Industry and Manpower (BOCCIM), Botswana Council of Non
Govemmental Organizations (BOCONGO), and the four Local Authorities in the
GGCR, should sponsor a multi-stakeholder symposium or conference for the
Greater Gaborone City-Region on the theme of: "Regional Excellence:
Governing Together to Compete Globally and Flourish Locallylt." The main
goals of the symposium among others, would be to: (i) make an initial assessment
of the spirit of city-regionalism in the GGCR, with the view to creating it if it is
absent, or strengthening and promoting it if it exists, but is weak; (ii) inform and
sensitize all stakeholders as to the need for city-region governance in the Greater
Gaborone City-Region; (iii) assess and situate the economic role of the GGCR
regionally within the national, Southern African, Sub Saharan Africa and global
contexts; and (iv) provide a cornucopia of information on the "whats" and "hows"
of achieving city-region governancell. Invitations to this symposium or

rr Adapted from William R. Dodge (1996). "Regional Excellence: Goveming Together to Compete
Gtobally and Flourish Locally."
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conference should be extended to international key speakers who are conversant
with city-region planning and city-region governance experience elsewhere. Fig.
8 above could form the agenda for such a symposium/conference.

(k) The President, through the Ministry of Local Government, should appoint and
part fundl2 a multi-stakeholder o'Greater Gaborone City-Region Commission"
(GGCRC) soon after the symposium to work on its recommendations/resolutions,
and to advise the government accordingly. The GGCRC should have
representation from the aforementioned Ministries, BOCCIM, BOCONGO,
University of Botswana, Botswana Society, Botswana Institute of Development
Policy Analysis (BIDPA) and all Chief Executive Officers from the Local
Authorities within the GGCR.

(1) The Ministry of Local Government should subsequently mandate the GGCRC to
assume the role of steering the consultation process of city-region governance in
the GGCR with the view to producing the Greater Gaborone City-Region Vison,
as per the phases outline in Fig. 18.

(m)The Ministries of Lands and Housing and Local Government should embrace a
new city-regionalism and new-regionalism approaches in planning and governing
the country's current and emerging city-regions and planning regions
respectively.

A summarized version of the above recoÍrmendations is provided below (Fig. 19) for
easy reference.

12 The private sector and non-profrt sector would be encouraged to fund also.
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Fig. l8: The Greater Gaborone City-Region Commission Consultation Process:
(After \ilallis 1994)

Source: Adapted from Sechele and Paetkau (2005)
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Regions respectively
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Fig. 19: Summary of Recommendations

Source: Sechele (2006)

5.4 Extensions of the Research: The Search for Further Knowledge.

This study has unearthed information on the notion of a city-region relating particularly

to theoretical understanding of the concept of city-regions, city-region planning and

governing. Much of this theoretical knowledge is in reference to city-regions in North

America and Western Europe. There seems to be little theoretical and practical

knowledge available in the literature on the topic city-regions in developing countries,

particularly Sub Saharan Africa and Asia. Much available knowledge is skewed towards

practical experiences with old city-regionalism, with less on new city-regionalism. There

is therefore less information available on examples of successful experiences with new
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city-regionalism in both North America and V/estern Europe. This is probably because

experiments with new city-regionalism are recent, being just under two decades old.

There is therefore a gap for further case study research on how Sub Saharan African and

Asian city-regions evolve, are planned and governed. This research should make

comparisons with city-regions in North and South America, and Europe. Perhaps an

Institute of City-Region Research (ICRR) under the auspices of United Nation's Habitat

would best suited to house such a body as it would require enormous resources.

The research further identified areas of knowledge which did not form a central part of

this study, but which nonetheless should be regarded as meriting attention for the benefit

of both academia and practitioners. There appears to be comparatively little research

situating a multiplicity of theoretical perspectives within the context of city-regions

(macro-spatial level) compared to the case of towns and cities (micro-spatial level). For

instance, much work has been done on the subject of urban transportation planning and

policy which is town/city focused, but little in the case of city-regions. Another area of

knowledge that tends to exist more at the town/city level relates to the notion of local

economic development, which could also be better studied within the context of a city-

region. All the above also indicate the need for further research which could be

undertaken by the ICRR.
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